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Chapter 751: Silver token secret room space 

The vast expanse of stars is full of diamond-like stars. 

In the endless distance, a red-armored black-haired man looked at the brilliant eternal radiant giant 

celestial light ball. 

Each celestial body's light sphere is extremely large. The light that comes out is full of deadly energy, and 

it constantly spews out waves of light like waves, surging in the void like a tide, and the collision of light 

waves between two celestial bodies is even worse. Explosive power that makes the most powerful in the 

universe palpitate. 

Even if there is a little aftermath on the edge, the strongest in the universe will be affected, and the 

divine body will be annihilated directly. 

"It is worthy of being one of the most dangerous Jedi in the core area of the cosmic boat. Xinghaiyuan is 

really dangerous..." Wang Yi stared at the celestial photospheres that are ten million times brighter than 

the sun. In those spheres of light." 

There are too many, densely packed, like stars-like **** of light. I don't know how long it takes to find 

one of them. 

Wang Yi drove a True God-class mechanical warship that looked like a black sharp shuttle and flew 

towards the stars. 

"Huh? Are these celestial bodies still moving?" As they approached, Wang Yi also found out. "This, it will 

take more time." 

Wang Yi didn't know which star his silver token corresponds to, so he could only search for it by himself. 

It's just that the waves of light keep surging, collide, and randomly set off "waves" that easily involve the 

True God-class mechanical warship, drifting with the waves, and it is a distance of thousands of light 

years. Even if Wang Yi wants to control it, it is difficult. Greatly affect the search efficiency. 

Because the token and the secret room space can only be sensed at close range, he has to run around 

the celestial photosphere one by one these days. 

"Hey, look for it slowly." 

Twenty years later, the endless vast sea of stars is dotted with infinite stars, among which is a huge 

celestial photosphere. 

"Haha, it took so long to finally find my secret room." 

Wang Yi smiled as he looked at the distant celestial light ball that was constantly emitting light and 

energy fluctuations. 

"I can sense it, it's inside." Wang Yi excitedly controlled the black flying shuttle to fly over, "I just don't 

know, what exactly is in this silver token secret room?" The black flying shuttle turned into a streamer 
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and flew away quickly, away from the stars. As we get closer, the induction becomes stronger and 

stronger. 

When the black flying shuttle reached the surface of the body photosphere on that day, the surface 

suddenly rippled and a vortex channel emerged. 

"Huh?" Wang Yi was surprised. 

The black flying shuttle flew directly in. 

The space secret room contains an independent space, majestic and vast. Only the owner with a silver 

token can come in. No matter how strong the others are, they will never want to break in. 

Silver tokens are extremely precious and rare. For a long time, there are only two ancient holy sites that 

can clearly possess silver tokens. 

"Inside, there is actually a starry sky?" Wang Yi appeared in a dark and vast world, with stars in the 

distance, just like a normal cosmic starry sky. And in the center of the stars is a huge golden planet that 

is extremely dazzling and dazzling, surrounded by stars, watching everything like a noble and lofty 

emperor. 

"The space fluctuations are completely static. It seems that I can only fly here." After Wang Yi observed 

the surrounding situation, he flew directly towards the golden planet in the center of the starry sky. It 

was obvious that the special golden color could be seen at a glance. The superstar should be the most 

important place in this space. 

Even at a hundred times the speed of light, it took Wang Yi a full ten days to fly to that golden planet. 

"This is..." Wang Yi was suspended in the starry sky, looking down at the huge golden planet below, 

holding his breath slightly. 

This golden planet has a diameter of trillions of kilometers. Even Wang Yi rarely sees such a huge planet. 

On the golden planet, there is only a golden palace, but on the square outside the palace stands a huge 

golden sculpture, carving the front One after another towering figures, like countless guards watching 

the golden sculpture. 

That giant golden sculpture is a giant with a majestic body and two horns, with six pairs of wings on its 

back, with a total of six eyes, staring into the distance. Although it is a sculpture, it contains a kind of 

sharp will. 

In front of it, there are densely packed, millions of other small and innumerable carvings, each of which 

is also lifelike, looking at the golden six-winged giant in front of them with reverence, as if looking at 

their most admired general. 

"This is an army, an army of true gods..." Watching this scene, Wang Yi naturally understood. 

"So many sculptures appear here, what seems to be commemorating?" 

Ok? 



Wang Yi moved his gaze and landed on the six pairs of wings behind the giant with double horns. He was 

very familiar. Upon closer inspection, he couldn't help but reveal an incredible color. 

"This is... Killing Wu Yuyi?" 

Indeed, it was Wu Yuyi who killed Wu Yuyi. Although there were some changes in appearance, Wang Yi 

could still see it. 

"So, the sculpture in front of me is the master of Killing Wu Yuyi, that is, the fallen super existence of Wu 

Kingdom?" 

Wang Yi fell directly in front of the golden sculpture, looking up at this majestic and infinitely high 

sculpture. 

The two-horned giant was still holding a sword in his hand. Wang Yi noticed the words engraved on the 

sword. Although he didn't recognize the fonts of ancient civilizations, he understood the meaning at first 

glance. 

"I would like to commemorate the destruction of the Seventh Legion, Seventh General, Golden Wing Wu 

of the Wu State Expeditionary Army in the sailing battle?" Wang Yi muttered. 

"Golden Wing Wu? Is this your name?" Wang Yi stared at the majestic and domineering giant sculpture 

in front of him. 

"A general, so to speak, this Golden Wing Wu should be an eternal true **** of Wu, and he is still a very 

powerful eternal true god. As a result, he fell together with the Seventh Legion in the Battle of Sailing." 

He glanced around and felt the solemn and sad atmosphere around him more and more. 

"So, here is the place to commemorate the fallen soldiers of the Seventh Army of the State of Wu? A 

memorial cemetery?" 

"The sailing battle... At the beginning, the country of Wu was destroyed, and the power of one country 

was built to build a super warship spacecraft. The attempt to reach the depths of the universe should be 

to enslave the world beasts. It was a long time ago... After all, they wanted to enslave the world beasts. , 

I don’t know which era of world beasts.” Wang Yi thought. "And this time the Wu State organized an 

army of endless powers was obviously not smooth sailing. It was attacked by hostile forces, and even 

the king of gods might attack them. So on the way out... it would be better to say that they were on the 

way to escape. If the person died in battle, then this Golden Wing Wu may have fallen during a battle 

with the peerless and powerful enemy during the voyage of the spacecraft. The opponent should be far 

stronger than him, and it should be the dominator of Chaos..." 

"Gold Wing Wu fell in the battle, and Wu Yu Wing was also broken up. This eternal True God level 

mechanical treasure has flowed into the universe and has gone through countless years, and finally 

scattered to various places." Wang Yi sighed. 

"However, as the land of an eternal true god, this place may be Golden Wing Wu's residence and 

barracks. Gold Wing Wu's position in the spacecraft can also be regarded as an absolutely important 

high-level. There should be any secrets..." 



Just like the Kingdom of Jin, there are more than twenty chaotic masters under the **** of Jin, a large 

number of eternal true gods, countless true gods of the void, and endless true gods. 

10% of the eternal true **** can be awarded "Jin". 

This proves that the eternal true god, in the ancient civilization of the origin continent, is definitely a 

hegemon and super power. 

The country of Wu should be similar, even if it is stronger than the country of Jin, but the Eternal True 

God is also a very important high-level person to the country of Wu. 

It can be seen from the status of a "general" that he is a general with a heavy hand. 

The chaos ruler should be regarded as the "prince" under the **** king. 

His mind suddenly moved. 

"Panel, sign in." 

[Ding, congratulations to the host for signing in successfully, and reward the third and fourth pairs of 

‘Chaotic Wings’. 】 

"Sure enough, as I expected." Wang Yi smiled. 

"This killing of Wu Yuyi has a lot to do with this, so naturally there is a chance to sign in." 

"I've got five pairs of wings now, and I'm still short of the last pair. The fifth pair is all the wings." Wang 

Yi's expression was excited. 

There are a total of six pairs of this eternal true god-level mechanical treasure wings, and each pair of 

power is different. 

in particular. 

If you look at the six wing effects of Wu Yu Wing obtained by Luo Feng. 

"Chaos Golden Wing has six pairs of wings, all of which have different effects." 

"The first pair of wings can use time and space to accelerate the flight. Some geniuses born in the 

ancient civilization, even the immortal and the venerable, can be used." 

"The second pair of wings can control time and space! It's a simplification of the true god's "speak out 

the law", and it can be used by the master of general rules." 

"The third pair of wings, you can think of the void with one thought. It is a simplification of the true **** 

of the void. The true **** can generally use it." 

"The fourth pair of wings can be realized by one thought of the universe. It is a simplification of the 

eternal true **** and one thought of a small universe. It can be used by the general void true god." 

"The fifth pair of wings controls Chaos to a certain extent. This is also the origin of the name'Chaos 

Golden Wing'. Generally, the eternal true **** can use it. With the help of it, it already has some of the 

power of'sacred existence'. " 



"The sixth pair of wings is the wings of attack! It is indestructible, extremely powerful, and biased 

towards the gold of chaos." 

A set of wings, with "source" as the center, can burst out super combat power. It is Wu Guo's highest 

achievement in the single mechanical flow treasure! It is also the best in the ancient civilization. 

"Except for the fifth pair, I have already got five of them. As long as I understand the secret pattern and 

urge it, I will be able to use a stronger winged space-time domain "One thought of the void" or even 

"One thought of the universe", then my strength will increase again. "Wang Yi was delighted in his heart. 

Of course, its secret patterns have multiple scores from low to high. The higher the strength, the higher 

the power stored in the "source" through the secret pattern drive. However, the Wing Secret Rune is 

extremely profound, without a high enough level, it is not easy to comprehend it, even if it is 

comprehended, without sufficient strength, it cannot be used. 

Wang Yi remembers that Luo Feng’s original work did not comprehend "One thought of the universe" in 

the final stage, and until the end, he did not fully understand Wu Yuyi’s last stage of "Chaos Realm", 

which would allow the Eternal True God to obtain a part of the holy existence. Power! Even if the 

eternal true **** is extremely good, it is not a simple matter to control it. In ancient civilization, Killing 

Wu Yuyi was already the ultimate single mechanical flow. On the top, you have to go to the legion 

machinery development, relying on massive mechanical treasures, can fight against the chaos 

dominates. 

Two pairs of gray but fluttering wings appeared behind Wang Yi. But there are only two pairs, because 

the other wings are in the Flame Star Giant Beast, the secret pattern cannot be completed. 

Wang Yi felt it a little. 

"The third pair of wings contains the'One Thought Void', which is generally used by true gods...but I am 

not an ordinary one. Even if I am the Lord of the universe, I should be able to use it soon." Wang Yi 

sighed. "The fourth pair of wings, one thought of cosmic success? Although my realm is extremely high, I 

am afraid that this fourth pair of wings will be difficult to spur success in a short period of time." 

"I feel that this wing conforms to the chaos law of the entire system, and may be stronger than the 

original Wu Yu wing..." Wang Yi meditated. Be prepared to wait until the wings are complete before 

digging for more powers. 

"Ying, it's still the last pair." Wang Yi glanced around, feeling a little distressed. "I can't get it here, the 

last couple, do I have to go to the Purple Moon Holy Land Universe?" 

This panel is too stingy. If you want to give it, just give it all at once. What map treasure collection game 

to play. 

"I can't enter the Purple Moon Holy Land, and the ancestor of the Purple Moon is very ambitious and 

unruly, and is very hostile to my human beings." 

"If you want to go in, it's impossible." 

"Then I can only find a chance to kill his Purple Moon Holy Land Universe." Wang Yi's eyes became cold. 



The ancestor of the Purple Moon was too ambitious, and was destined to not coexist with human beings 

in the primitive universe. 

Then kill his small universe and let the Purple Moon Holy Land disappear in the universe. 

"but…" 

"The ancestor of the purple moon is the true **** of the void. If you want to destroy a small universe of 

the true **** of the void, at least the eternal true **** will attack at the peak, or the world beast will 

attack." 

"Eternal true **** strength, I don't have it now." 

"It's too early to let the world beast come out. It will cause confusion, and the power of the world beast 

is not enough. It is too slow and too difficult for a world beast to swallow the universe of the guy Ziyue." 

"Just let the Purple Moon Holy Land exist for a while, and wait for it to be destroyed later." Wang Yi 

didn't have the slightest tenderness. Like his style, if the enemy is not killed, is it still left for the New 

Year? 

That is, the Purple Moon Holy Land is not a threat to the human race, UU reading www.uukanshu. com 

he has no strength now, otherwise he will be destroyed every minute. 

Immediately, Wang Yi looked for this square again, and finally fell on the sword in the giant's carved 

hand, his gaze lightened slightly. 

Fly closer, the divine power spread over to explore. 

"It really is a treasure." Wang Yi smiled slightly. "I don't know if this general's original weapon was used, 

but if it can be placed here, it can't be an ordinary true **** weapon. It should be of high value." 

Wang Yi took it away without hesitation. Then let the panel appraise it. The panel is much more 

convenient. It can be appraised almost no matter what, otherwise it would be invisible with Wang Yi's 

insight. 

And in the universe, the strongest in the universe can only exert the ultimate power of the Xeon, no 

matter how much it is, it is impossible, so the true gods, the void, the eternal gods, are no different to 

them, and they can’t recognize them. . 

[Golden Wu Jian, the eternal true **** treasure, worth 10 million treasure points (lowest)] 

The panel gives identification information. 

Chapter 752: Create life 

"10 million treasure point." Wang Yi nodded slightly. He didn't surprise him. 

Like Yuan Embryo, this kind of treasure that is comparable to Chaos Dominating the Supreme Treasure, 

the panel is also greatly discounted, and repeatedly restricted, the black heart only gave the price of 100 

million Supreme Treasure points. 

For the eternal true weapon, it is normal to give 10 million. 
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And Wang Yi took over the inheritance of the Ancient Civilization Broken East River, and now he has a 

rough estimate of the value of the treasures of each rank above the true god. 

Just like the treasures, it is divided into ordinary treasures, high-level treasures, top-level treasures, 

pinnacle-level treasures, and strongest treasures. 

True God-level Supreme Treasure is also Xeon Supreme Treasure, which is then divided into Void True 

God-level Supreme Treasure, Eternal True God-level Supreme Treasure, Sacred-level (Master of Chaos) 

Supreme Treasure, and Divine King Supreme Treasure. 

The value of these treasures varies greatly, but some of them are not so different. 

For example, the True God-level Treasure and the Void True God-level Treasure can correspond to the 

ordinary and high-level Treasures, and the difference in value is similar. 

That is, the most common True God-level weapon and the Void True God-level weapon, the difference 

in value is about 7-10 times. 

The eternal true god-level treasure corresponds to the top-level treasure, and the holy-level treasure 

corresponds to the peak-level treasure. In Origin Continent, the holy-level treasure is almost the best. 

Further up, there is the Supreme Treasure of the King of Gods. Like the Xeon Supreme Treasures of the 

Universe Sea, the quantity is extremely limited, basically only in the hands of the most peak super 

beings. Very precious. 

However, there is also a gap between these treasures according to the size of the power. 

Some extremely rare or extremely rare top products are called sacred treasures, which may be 

comparable to the threshold of the most common **** kings. 

This should be called "Quasi-God King Zhibao". 

Just like the "Crazy Demon Slayer God Armor" and the ultimate soul treasure that Duan Donghe 

snatched from God Eye Race God, many **** kings may only have one or two **** king treasures, and 

others are using this kind of treasure. 

"According to this calculation, perhaps the most common weapon of the God King only has more than 

tens of billions of treasures?" 

But of course it is not that simple. Otherwise, one hundred thousand real weapons of the gods can be 

exchanged for a treasure of the gods on the panel. Isn't this a fantasy? Wang Yi feels that there will still 

be restrictions on the panel at that time. For example, he exchanges a large number of True God-level 

treasures with the panel. As a result, it is possible that the panel price will be reduced to one ten 

thousandth of the current price. 

That is, the panel will not be so easy for him to take advantage of this. 

Wang Yi's eyes changed slightly. "This **** panel is so boring. A True God-level mechanical treasure 

"Eight Difference Saints" actually costs 100 billion..." 



But think about it conversely, a true god-level mechanical treasure is actually much more precious than 

a **** king weapon, and it proves that it is against the sky. 

Dreamlike existence. 

The "Eight Difference Saints" were originally used by the true gods who are the strongest and strongest 

against the sky, allowing them to break the limit and fight higher. 

The one that is most against the sky may be the countless Chaotic Source worlds in the entire Chaotic 

Source Space, rather than a single origin continent. 

No matter what, it was only used by the true gods. It was actually sold at a sky-high price of 100 billion 

supreme treasures, which is more expensive than some supreme kings of gods, which is outrageous. 

Wang Yi couldn't help being full of expectations. 

He really wants to see the power of the strongest single mechanical treasure of the true **** that this 

panel admires. 

pity…… 

Can't afford it. 

Wang Yi sighed slightly, then looking at the golden light in front of him, the sharp "Golden Wu Jian" was 

also dull and tasteless. 

The eternal true god-level weapon is for the eternal true god. For the true god, the upper limit is so high, 

it is not as good as the true god-level mechanical attack on the treasure. Even if they were given the 

Void True God Weapon, with their seventh and eighth ranks, how powerful would they be able to break 

through the ninth rank of the secret realm? 

"This time, the group of the Silver Token Chamber of Secrets got two pairs of wings and the Golden Wu 

Jian..." Jin Wu Jian was a gift, and it was not a small gain. Even if the two holy places come in and get a 

supreme treasure, they will be ecstatic. 

"It's a worthwhile trip." Wang Yi nodded. 

After exploring this vast space again, he believed that there must be more secrets hidden in this space. 

... 

The long years are like the sand in your hands, which is lost silently, but you can never look back. 

"Ha ha……" 

On this day, in the Primitive Secret Realm, Wuchen Continent, there was a burst of earth-shattering 

laughter. 

Even the Secret Realm Guards patrolling over Wuchen Continent could hear it. 

"Which guy who doesn't understand the rules is yelling?" a realm master patrol member said 

dissatisfied. 



"It seems to be...that palace, isn't it the residence of His Royal Highness Shi Zhongtian?" Another patrol 

member glanced at it. 

His Royal Highness in the Stone? 

All the master patrol members became curious. "That's the legendary figure who was accepted as a 

disciple by the Lord of Chaotic Source?" 

"I have never seen him before." 

"He is so happy that he doesn't know what's going on." 

"Okay." Captain Immortal glared at the group of men and shouted: "Those big men's affairs are not our 

responsibility, continue patrolling." 

"Yes." 

The black spacecraft with the logo of the Virtual Universe Company made a trajectory and flew past 

Wuchen Continent. 

In the original secret territory, the Wuchen Continent in the ninth time and space "Wuchen Time and 

Space" is extremely vast, and every Highness can be allocated a territory of nearly a million kilometers. 

There are also elite guards who naturally live in His Royal Highness's territory. 

In a magnificent palace, a black-robed, black-and-white vicissitudes of life boy'Shi Zhongtian' stood with 

flushed face and excited expression. 

"Congratulations, Your Highness, Hexi." His closest guard leader, the immortal "Meng Linghou", stood in 

front of him with a snake-tailed demon girl named Jiawa, who also expressed congratulations with a 

happy face. 

"This time it took nearly seven thousand years to finally cross that threshold, allowing me to successfully 

practice the third stage of "The Six Paths of Fire" and achieve great success." Shi Zhongtian was also 

excited. 

"In this way, your Royal Highness can naturally become a personal disciple of the Lord of Chaotic 

Source." Jiawa is also happy for her Royal Highness. She is the head of her Royal Highness's guard, and 

he is prosperous. 

"Now, I'm only one line from the realm of the venerable. However, I have to continue to deepen the 

way of the beast gods. Like the teacher and the galaxy lord, I can only break through the immortality and 

break through the realm of the beast gods at a high enough level. Become a super strong one!" Shi 

Zhongtian sat back in his seat, excited. 

During this period of time, he has been under great pressure, and now he has finally completed the 

teacher's test. After the pressure is gone, he also relaxes. 

"I believe that Your Highness can do it." Jiawa Meimu looked at the young man in front of him and said 

sincerely. 



The first and only personal disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source at the moment, no one believes if he 

does not become a super existence. 

Shi Zhongtian glanced at the head of the personal guard who followed him for quite some time, and 

said: "Jawa, today is a good day, I am so happy, you can have a drink with me." 

"Okay." Jiawa didn't refuse either, she smiled charmingly, as if the surrounding world suddenly became 

colorful. The emerald green snake's tail "chichi" changed into tall and slender legs covered in a green 

skirt, and walked lightly to Shi Zhongtian's side. 

... 

Virtual universe. 

"Teacher." Shi Zhongtian came to the palace and shouted respectfully, belonging to Wang Yi's exclusive 

plane. 

"What's the matter?" Wang Yi in a red robe walked out of the palace. 

No matter how many avatars Wang Yi has, he looks like this handsome boy with black hair in the virtual 

universe, and this is also the appearance of his human deity. 

Shi Zhongtian saw the teacher come out, and his heart was slightly nervous. No matter how many times 

he had met with the teacher, every time he saw the teacher, he felt that the teacher’s breath was too 

powerful and terrifying, vast and far-reaching, such as the supreme **** who truly dominates 

everything, Shi Zhongtian has also seen some super-existences of human races, but feels that those 

people are like the difference between Yinghuo and Haoyue compared with the teacher. 

"Teacher, I have thoroughly practiced the third stage of "The Six Paths of Fire and Space" successfully." 

Shi Zhongtian said respectfully. 

"Oh." Wang Yi glanced at him. "Rehearse here for me to see." 

"Yes." Shi Zhongtian took a deep breath. 

"Boom!" The force in Shi Zhongtian swelled rapidly, and then layers of scales appeared on the surface of 

the body, and scales began to appear on his hands. Most of the secret patterns of each scale were 

carved from the "Fire Sky Beast God". It's very similar, that is, a sharp horn appears on the forehead, and 

the eyes become fierce and full of evil spirits. Shi Zhongtian at this time was simply a humanoid beast. 

"Yeah." A faint smile appeared on Wang Yi's face. 

After watching the young man practice the secret method, he nodded. "Not bad, you passed." 

"From today on, you are my personal disciple, and also my senior disciple." 

"Yes." Shi Zhongtian couldn't restrain the expression of ecstasy on his face. 

Finally, he became a personal disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

The news that Shi Zhongtian became a personal disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source was generally 

spread among the human race. 



"Look, Drunkard, I've said that Shi Zhongtian can become a direct disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

You don't believe me, haha, you lose the bet now." On a lush green hill, in the bamboo forest, two A 

super being of the human race sat opposite a stone table, and one of the tall and thin one-eyed men 

with cyan skin laughed when he received the news. 

The gray-robed old man opposite him twitched his mouth, "I didn't expect that little guy really 

succeeded. One-eyed. If you are lucky, I would like to lose the gambling. This treasure belongs to you." 

The gray-robed old man threw out distressedly. A space ring. 

"Haha, then I'm not welcome." The one-eyed man put away the ring with a smile, "It just so happens 

that my apprentice still lacks a treasure. It's just right." 

The drunk old man shook his head, a little envious, "A personal disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Origin, 

that little guy is very lucky." 

"Yes. We don't have such a good life. It's really enviable." The one-eyed man nodded. 

This kind of dialogue continues to occur within the forces within the human race. 

At the beginning, the Lord of Chaotic Source took the initiative to accept a little fellow from the Lord of 

the Realm as a disciple, but it caused a great disturbance. After all, the Lord of Chaotic Source is the 

strongest man in the world, and the strongest in the universe, and has the heritage of ancient civilization 

and infinity. Endless resource treasures, the human race does not know how many strong people are 

greedy, or want to send their descendants to the family of the Lord of Chaotic Source, but they have no 

chance. 

After the Lord of Chaotic Source tested the disciples, some existences took this as a bet on whether Shi 

Zhongtian could become a personal disciple of the Lord of Chaotic Source within the time limit, and 

many super existences made bets one after another. 

And now, some people are happy and some are worried. However, many people are thinking in their 

hearts to make a good relationship with Shi Zhongtian in the future. 

Accepting disciples is just an episode in Wang Yi's life. Wang Yi has countless servants. Anyone who 

usually teaches Shi Zhongtian is fine. Wang Yi only teaches occasionally. 

His main energy is still on cultivation and exploring the universe. 

The vast expanse of the kingdom of God, the endless secluded sea, a divine incarnation of Wang Yi is 

suspended above the secluded sea, the secluded sea beneath his feet is turbulent, overlooking the huge 

cavity with a diameter of tens of billions of kilometers, and there are endless life and Matter is being 

decomposed and studied, and at the same time there are bubbles floating one after another, and 

strange life is conceived in the bubbles. 

At the core of the cavity, there is a drop of blood, which is dark all over, more beautiful than the most 

beautiful diamond, about one kilometer in diameter. 

Under the effect of the secret technique of Youhai Clone's talent, the originally mysterious drop of black 

blood was quickly stripped of the mysterious coat under this secret technique, and the internal structure 

was quickly analyzed, constantly appearing... 



The blood is composed of a little bit of light, with a total of 100,000 light points, and each light point is 

quickly analyzed, and the light point turns out to be... 

"Roar..." an ultra-miniature world beast roared, a jet-black world beast with two heads, hands and feet 

standing upright. 

One hundred thousand light points. 

After analyzing, all of them are actually ultra-miniature world beasts, some are raising their heads and 

roaring, some are bending over, some are waving their claws, some are sleeping, some are standing 

quietly...a more in-depth analysis... …Each ultra-miniature world beast can be called the highest and 

deepest rhino king game, far surpassing any rhino king game Wang Yi has ever comprehended. The 

mystery is unfathomable... 

"Since the blood of the world beast was sent back, I have begun to study, and time has accelerated, I 

have studied thousands of epochs." Wang Yi secretly said in his heart. 

"But the world beast hasn't researched any clues yet, but the divine body has naturally evolved to 

50,000 times higher. Only at this level did I begin to study the creation of reproductive life." 

"The life structure of the world beast is too complicated. I want to use it to achieve 100,000 times the 

ultimate perfect divine body. I don't know how long it will be." Wang Yi shook his head. 

Fortunately, he still has time. 

If a million era doesn't work, then a million era, a million era then a billion era, a billion era. 

With time accelerating, he still has plenty of time. 

Wang Yi looked at the bubbles. There were human life, beast life, plant life, rock life, and even energy 

life and other strange and special life in the bubbles. At a glance, there were tens of thousands of them. 

These are the lives that Wang Yi has tried to create over the years. 

Some can reproduce, some can't. 

Some have great potential and can reach the cosmic level in adulthood, but it is difficult to breed 

offspring. 

Some have great talents ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Beloved who are proficient in a certain law, but their 

minds are weak. 

Some even have various inherent special abilities, capable of ever-changing... 

In short, studying the creation of life is indeed very helpful to the study of Wang Yi's life structure map. 

Some species that Wang Yi feels satisfied with the successful creation are released to the outside world. 

Wang Yi has specially designated a territory for them to survive and multiply, and no one will bother 

them. 

In the eyes of these beings, Wang Yi, who created them, is their "God Father", their creator. They are 

born to adore and love this Father God so much that they can even dedicate themselves and die for him 

without hesitation. 



Luo Feng is also studying the nature of life, but even with Wang Yi's guidance, his progress is still much 

slower than Wang Yi. Seeing Wang Yi creating all kinds of wonderful lives, Luo Feng was also envious. 

Creating life is indeed a great ability. 

It's just that it is not an easy task to reach the end of the divine power route, whether it is for Wang Yi or 

Luo Feng. 

Chapter 753: The map exploration mission is complete! 

Wang Yi's three divine body clones roamed and explored in the universe boat, Qingfeng realm, and Liu 

Chongshan. 

time flies. 

Soon, 130,000 years have passed. 

"One hundred and thirty thousand years have passed, and in the cultivation space, it is the one hundred 

and thirty thousand era." 

In the Tongtian Tower, Wang Yi looked up at the sea of endless laws. The mighty, infinite, full of infinite 

mystery. Even in Wang Yi's current realm, he felt that he was insignificant, like a mortal facing the vast 

world. 

"In the 130,000 era, through tempering and training my will, my will has been raised to the pinnacle of 

the true **** of the void." Wang Yi's eyes are broader than the starry sky, and the night is darker. 

"Tongtian Pagoda, also broke through to the eighth floor, deducing the "Sword Universe. Tianyan" to the 

seventh-order top secret technique level." 

"However, from the seventh to the eighth level, the difficulty is too high." Wang Yi's eyes flickered, 

"Even if the East River is broken in the past, there are only two of them who can create the eighth-level 

secret method in the master stage of the universe. Need more time." 

"The second volume of the secret technique of "Breakdown", I successfully practiced, the first three 

volumes that can be practiced before the True God stage are still short of the last volume." 

""Donghua" is a little bit successful, so it's an introduction. Combining the super secret "Donghua", 

maybe I can create my own superb physical skills." 

"In "The Undead River", the difficulty of cultivation is too high, and I can't see through it. It is estimated 

that you will have to break through to the true god. It seems that no one can successfully practice 

before the true god." 

Sitting cross-legged on the island, Wang Yi counted his income over the years. 

In general, Wang Yi's more than 100,000 years have passed, and it is even more terrifying than before. 

In the years of the cosmic sea, the cosmic sea also appeared from time to time related to him. 
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For example, if the strongest in the universe saw him haunt the most dangerous areas of the three Jedi, 

those areas that were extremely dangerous to the strongest in the universe, the Lord of Chaotic Source 

didn't care, and walked flat on the ground. 

Everyone knows that the Lord of Chaotic Source has inheritance and precious treasures, but because of 

the terrible strength of the Lord of Chaotic Source, no one dares to provoke him. 

Even the forefront forces in the universe, such as the Purple Moon Holy Land Universe, the East 

Emperor Holy Land Universe, and the God Eye Clan, also kept away from the Lord of Chaotic Source. 

Although these forces are arrogant, they are not stupid. 

Although the ancestors of the Purple Moon Holy Land have been deliberately trying to deal with the 

suppression of the primitive cosmic humans and annihilate mankind, it is different now. The Purple 

Moon Holy Land still has time to make a move in the future. The entire primitive universe has been 

beaten down by humans, and the Purple Moon Holy Land can only do it. Staring, even if he spreads the 

experience of practicing to the strongest in the universe at this time, it is of little use, only disgusting and 

disgusting to humans. 

Because mankind has become the hegemon of the primitive universe, occupying an endless vast area, 

the rising trend can no longer be contained. 

Now there is only one of the six pinnacle races left at the time. A large number of forces have joined the 

human race, and the strength of the human race has expanded like a snowball. It is already difficult to 

shake. What else can they do? The current human race, whether it is the number of the strongest in the 

universe or the number of the masters of the universe, exceeds the Purple Moon Holy Land, and in the 

universe, they are not the opponents of the human race. 

However, the Purple Moon Holy Land did not break its face with the human race because of this, and 

both sides should maintain a state where the well water does not violate the river water. 

Wang Yi also thought about taking this opportunity to see if he could take the fifth pair of Killing Wu Yuyi 

from the Purple Moon Sacred Land. But Killing Wu Yuyi was not only the fifth pair, but the other two 

pairs were in the Purple Moon Sacred Land. They were just separated. In different dimensions, the 

Purple Moon Holy Land was so huge that the two couldn't sense it. I haven't gotten together. 

If Wang Yi revealed the wind at this time, maybe the Purple Moon Holy Land would discover the 

existence of Wings in advance. 

This incident was too risky to expose, Wang Yi thought about it, and finally resisted it. When the time 

came, the wings would naturally be in hand, and when the world beast crisis appeared, the Purple Moon 

Holy Land would not stay away for long. 

In that lonely void, a palace flew fast and shuttled, besides Wang Yi, there were three other figures in 

the palace. 

"In a blink of an eye, there are more than 100,000 in the universe." Wang Yi sighed while holding his tea 

cup. 



"Master of Chaotic Source, kill if you want, why humiliate us like this." Sitting opposite was the Demon 

Ancestor who had shrunk to an ordinary person. 

There are also mechanical gods with a streamlined metal body and a beautiful Zerg queen. 

"If the three want to die, I can fulfill you." Wang Yi said lightly. 

The shocking demon ancestor, the mechanical father god, and the Zerg queen did not speak anymore. 

If they really wanted to die, they would have exploded long ago, so why stay here and be pulled out to 

drink tea by the Lord of Chaotic Source after a short while. 

It's really tea. 

Wang Yi, who is sometimes bored in the universe, would bring them over to chat. As for whether they 

want to, Wang Yi doesn't care. 

Only three ranks of prisoners are of little value, which means that Wang Yi's heart in killing them has 

been much weaker over the years, thinking that it would be good to stay and occasionally relieve the 

boredom, otherwise it would have been cut long ago. 

Had it not been for Wang Yi's promise not to kill them for the time being, these three guys would not 

have dared to come out of the palace treasure. 

Are afraid of death. 

"Master of Chaotic Source, what do you want?" The Mechanical Father said in a deep voice, "Do you 

want to accept us as his subordinates? That's impossible." 

"Yes, Lord of Chaotic Source, don't be delusional." 

The Demon Ancestor Zhen and the Empress of the Zerzu both spoke. 

The strongest man in the universe has his own arrogance, and the scholar can be killed but not insulted. 

How can he be willing to respect a master of the universe? Not even on the surface. And this is a human 

being who has a grudge against them. 

Wang Yi glanced at the three stubborn faces of the strongest men in the universe, and sneered in his 

heart. 

The three strongest in the universe have been used to rampant in the primitive universe, and they are 

used to being superior, and they really take themselves seriously. 

The strongest man in the universe is no more than a true god, and Wang Yi really doesn't look at it now. 

With his current strength, which true **** of the universe is his opponent? 

Wang Yi understood that the three strongest men in the universe also knew it, but they were hard-

mouthed and wanted to maintain their last bit of face. 

It is impossible for them to bow their heads easily anyway. 



"Three, I have already said that your time has passed." Wang Yi said lightly. "I don’t kill you now, it’s not 

that I can’t do it, but I’m too lazy to kill. You used to be my enemies of humanity, and now, I’m 

prisoners. I hope you can recognize your identity, situation, opportunity, It won’t be there forever." 

The faces of the three strongest men in the universe were ugly, and Wang Yi was too lazy to say more, 

and with a wave of his hand, he sent them back to the Tongtian Tower space and kept them closed, 

continuing to temper their tempers. 

The three strongest men in the universe with average strength are dispensable to him, and Wang Yi just 

adjusted it with ease. It doesn't matter whether it succeeds or not. 

He has plenty of time anyway, and it is not him who is a prisoner. 

"The ancestor of the Zhen Yao can be used as a mount, a mechanical god, and a smart life is also very 

good, the queen of the Zerzu... well, what should she do?" Wang Yi was lost in thought. 

Wang Yi's daily life is so dull and boring. 

Except for occasional training and training of the Zerg queen, violently beat the demon ancestor and the 

mechanical father to practice their hands, there is no other fun. 

In the inner space of the cosmic boat, there are many dangerous areas. In some areas, even the 

strongest in the universe dare not rush into it, because that represents the danger of falling. If it is not 

necessary, the strongest in the universe will not approach it. 

The streamer flashed by, and a mechanical flow warship passed through a mechanical corridor, broke 

through the ice and fire, and rushed into a mist. 

This is a famous dangerous place in the core area of the spacecraft, the "Mist Demon Valley". 

That mist, even if the true **** plunges directly into it, will unknowingly fall into the illusion, and then 

the soul will dissipate. 

【Ding! You have explored the current area, the current task progress: 89100. 】 

The crisp reminder of the panel appeared before his eyes. 

The task of exploring the map on the panel is not something that can be done casually. At least one area 

must be traversed, otherwise Wang Yi would not have explored 100 core dangerous areas in more than 

100,000 years. 

And because some places were particularly dangerous, even Wang Yi had to be cautious. If he 

accidentally fell into it, he couldn't get out of the boat that connected the tower or the tomb. 

The Universe Sea is extremely vast, divided into many special regions, some ‘jedi’, once in, it’s hard to 

come out again. For example, the prestigious ‘Dark Zone’, the core of Qingfeng Realm, the Three Jedi, 

there are many similar dangerous places, and there are many who can’t escape if you fall into it. 

With Wang Yi's methods, he could rush out of some dangerous places, but some could not. 

Wang Yi once tried to let a supernatural power incarnate driving a mechanical flow ship, but after 

entering, he couldn't get out at all! 



"The exploration of the three major Jedi has been going on for these years, and now it's coming soon." A 

smile appeared on Wang Yi's face. 

This map exploration, in fact, as long as you have the strength, it is not difficult at all. 

Because it does not specify a time, nor a specific location. 

As long as the number of exploration is enough, that's fine. 

Of course, the most difficult thing is the 100 core areas. The strongest in the universe must be extremely 

careful when exploring the core areas. Like walking on thin ice, they may only explore one place for 

thousands of years, lest they will encounter irresistible accidental dangers and fall suddenly when 

entering a strange area. . 

But Wang Yi is different. He is powerful, has many methods, and has tomb boats and mechanical 

warships. He is also the lord of the universe! 

Not afraid of death at all! 

So this task is nothing short of time for him, and it can be achieved sooner or later, but there is no 

punishment for not completing it. 

[Map of Qingfengjie (12.2%)]. 

[Spaceship map (16.1%)]. 

[Map of Liuzhongshan (9.5%)]. 

[Mission Name: Path of Exploration. 】 

[Task content: Explore a certain number of areas in the three major Jedi of the Universe Sea: 

"Qingfengjie", "Liuzhongshan", and "Space Boat". 】 

[Target: S-level area (92100), A-level area (6971000), B-level area (254710000) in Qingfeng world] 

[Target: Spaceship S-level area (89100), A-level area (7701000), B-level area (365510000)] 

[Target: Liuzhongshan S-level area (83100), A-level area (6181000), B-level area (408610000)] 

This is the result of Wang Yi's more than 100,000 years of exploration. 

In fact, the most explored area is the core area, then the inner area, and finally the outer area. 

"It's still a little bit worse. Complete the exploration of the core area as soon as possible, and then go to 

other level areas." Wang Yi finished his last cup of tea. 

Wang Yi is not in a hurry. 

… 

Then another hundred thousand years passed. 

In the outer domain of Qingfeng Realm, in an extremely dark space, a black ship was suspended in the 

void, and the avatar of the Yanxing Giant Beast roared, "Finally finished." 



Just now, Yanxing Giant Beast completed the exploration of the last B-level area of Qingfeng Realm. 

"The three divine bodies acted together and occasionally pulled the Youhai clone up. It took a total of 

more than 200,000 years. It was not easy." In another place, Wang Yi's human deity also said with 

emotion. 

This efficiency is actually very high, and the 10 strongest in the universe may not necessarily be faster 

than Wang Yi. 

Wang Yi submitted the task. He was curious about what reward the panel would give him. 

【Complete the exploration of Qingfeng realm, reward the complete map. 】 

【Complete the exploration of the universe boat, reward the complete map. 】 

【Complete the exploration of Liu Zhongshan, reward the complete map. 】 

[The exploration of the three major maps is completed, and the current new map mode is opened. 】 

【Opening the map function...】 

"New map mode!?" Wang Yi wondered, what does this mean? 

At the same time, in the cosmic sea, in the fringe area far away from the original universe, surrounding 

the huge celestial body of the original universe, many areas are oscillated in space, chaotic air currents 

are tumbling, and space-time chaos, under the influence of a mysterious force, vortexes emerge one 

after another. , Space wormholes with a diameter of tens of thousands of light-years slowly formed, and 

finally stabilized gradually. 

No more, no less, 2999 in total, scattered all over the universe, separated by a long distance, the huge 

space wormhole vortex channel is deep, I don't know where it leads to. 

But there was no movement in the original universe, and all the cosmic sea powerhouses and forces did 

not realize that there were suddenly many strange wormholes in their homes. 

At this time, Wang Yi's panel also appeared one by one. 

[The new map mode has been opened! 】 

[The new map function has been opened! 】 

[The current map of the universe is updated! 】 

【Please click to view the map and use related functions. 】 

Wang Yi discovered that there was a new map mark on the panel. 

He opened it with curiosity, and suddenly there was a map image in front of him, and countless light 

spots appeared. You could see the three largest light spots of the Three Jedi and the Primordial 

Universe, and the Primordial Universe was more than ten thousand times the volume of the three Jedi 

light spots. In addition, there are nearly a hundred other light spots that are countless times smaller, 



some are close to the original universe, some are far away, and the farthest and largest are two light 

spots. 

Looking at the position, Wang Yi was vaguely familiar. 

"That's... a small universe?" 

"Could that be the Purple Moon Holy Land and the East Emperor Holy Land?" 

"The small light spot closest to the original universe should be the small universe of the Chaos City 

Lord." 

"There are also several small universes. is the strongest in the original universe." 

"That's the era of the second cycle." 

"That was the era of the first reincarnation." 

Wang Yi was dumbfounded, is this okay? 

However, this map is not infinite, it seems to be limited to a certain area near the original universe, and 

the broader void is invisible. 

Wang Yi also noticed that there seemed to be many “stars” the size of sesame and mung beans 

surrounding the primitive universe. With Wang Yi's gaze, he counted carefully. There are probably 

2,999? 

what is that? 

Wang Yi subconsciously clicked on one of the light spots. 

[Do you send to this area from your current location? Need to consume 100,000 treasure points. 】 

"..." 

What the **** is this? 

Chapter 754: 3000 latitude cosmic sea opens 

"Teleportation?" Wang Yi blinked. 

"Could it be that I was teleported to that location instantly?" Wang Yi looked at the sesame-sized spot of 

light. Compared with the light spot of the small universe, that light spot is ten thousand times smaller. 

Even more incomparable with the original universe. 

"The Primordial Universe is the largest known celestial body in the Sea of Cosmic Universe, and then to 

the two holy land universes, the three major Jedi and other small universes with the strongest in the 

universe. All are hundreds of millions of light-years." Wang Yi was lost in thought. "This light spot should 

be much smaller than the mini-universe. What is it?" 

Wang Yi tried to click on other light spots, and the prompts that appeared were all the same as the 

previous ones. 

Regardless of distance. 
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In other words, the cost of one transmission is 100,000 Arcana Points. 

Wang Yi grinned. 

It takes 100,000 Treasure Points to transmit once, which is the price of a Xeon Treasure. If you change 

someone else, you will be reluctant to kill them. 

kinda dark... 

"Go and have a look." Wang Yi's curiosity was raised. The most important thing was that he wanted to 

personally find out whether the teleportation was what he thought. 

Wang Yi clicked on one of the smallest spots of light. 

【Teleport to this area from your current location? Need to consume 100,000 Arcana points. 】 

"Yes." 

The next moment, a soft light emerged out of thin air like a tide, directly drowning Wang Yi in, and then 

the light flashed, and Wang Yi disappeared without a trace in an instant. 

... 

The sea of cosmos is vast and terrifying, and the original universe is just a part of it. The normal way to 

travel in the sea of cosmos is to rely on natural wormholes to spend most of the journey, and then 

teleport. Flying is only a last resort when teleport cannot be used. 

The importance of natural wormholes can be imagined. Along the natural wormhole, from one end to 

the other, it may be tens of billions of light years. 

The endless cosmos sea is filled with chaotic airflow, which is extremely far away from the original 

universe. It is filled with a world of chaotic airflow that looks like endless fog. In a void, there is a 

distorted space opening in the void, like a natural wormhole, but with a diameter of 100,000 light-years, 

the cosmic sea, has never seen such a huge natural wormhole, this area is comparable to a galaxy. 

A light suddenly lit up, and a figure appeared. 

"This is..." He saw the huge twisted space vortex faintly exuding monstrous coercion in the distance, and 

a look of shock appeared on his face. 

"This is the light spot on the panel map? It's actually a natural wormhole? However, is there such a huge 

natural wormhole? There has never been a record of it on the map. Where does it lead to?" Wang Yi 

observed this unheard of gigantic twisted vortex channel. 

"And this coercion..." 

"not simple." 

Wang Yi was suspended in the void, looking down. "The original universe, the three major Jedi, and the 

small universes of other powerhouses can appear on the panel. It must be unusual for this natural 

wormhole to appear on the panel." 



Wang Yi could clearly feel the power emanating from this natural wormhole. "This natural wormhole is 

too big, and its momentum is too huge. I am afraid that the distorted power around it must have the 

Lord of the universe to break through. Whether it is the sea of cosmos or the original universe, I have 

never seen it so big. The natural wormhole." Wang Yi was amazed, obviously, as long as you enter this 

natural wormhole, you can quickly reach another place. 

"Go and have a look." Wang Yi thought about it, and saw a trace of misty divine power flying out of his 

divine body, and then condensed beside him, condensing into a human form, which was an incarnation. 

Condensed an incarnation of divine power. Although the incarnation of divine power, it was very weak 

and had no combat power (relative to the Lord of the Universe), but also had a peak treasure, and then 

flew into a mechanical warship. 

"With this warship, even if there is a Jedi on the opposite side, the mechanical warship cannot be 

destroyed, and useful information can be detected." Wang Yi was very confident. 

Of course, I am confident, and I will not take risks in person, but will send out the incarnation of divine 

power. 

Whoosh, a streamer flew into the vortex channel. 

Fast forward at a hundred times the speed of light. 

"This passage is too big." In the mechanical warship, the incarnation of divine power muttered. 

A natural wormhole with a diameter of 100,000 light-years is indeed exaggerated. 

However, it is not surprising that Wang Yi thinks about the cosmic boat that is hundreds of millions of 

light years away, and the "God King of Jin" who is comparable in size to the cosmic boat. 

Time passed, and I flew alone in the channel for a long time. 

An hour has passed. 

Three hours have passed. 

More than ten hours passed. 

"What the hell. Where does this passage lead to?" Wang Yi stared. 

"It stands to reason that even a super-distant natural wormhole spanning tens of billions of light-years is 

only a moment." 

"It's been almost a day now? Where does this passage lead to?" Wang Yi was full of doubts. 

"And there's more than one, there are other places, there are a lot of them." 

"Is the Sea of Cosmos already there, or did it appear after I opened the panel map?" 

At this time, Wang Yi had a vague guess in his heart. If it was as he imagined, the impact would be too 

great, and the entire sea of cosmos would usher in great changes. 

However, it has to be confirmed first. 



"Keep flying, I want to see where it leads." 

The mechanical warship flies in silence. 

then…… 

one year later. 

The vast universe sea is filled with endless chaotic airflow. 

A huge distorted space vortex, a stream of light rushed out like lightning. 

"Finally out." Inside the mechanical warship, Wang Yi almost didn't burst into tears. 

Wang Yi never thought that it would take a year to pass through a natural wormhole. 

Even if he rushed from the primordial universe to the cosmic boat, it would not take so long. 

Moreover, this is a natural wormhole, and it would take Wang Yi more than a year to travel through it at 

a hundred times the speed of light. The distance is so far that Wang Yi cannot imagine it. 

Wang Yi's divine power avatar looked back, "Boom..." A huge vortex with no end in sight appeared in 

the field of vision, the huge vortex twisted and spread out in circles. I sensed that my divine body was in 

an extremely distant place. 

"Where the **** is this?" Wang Yi looked around, there was nothing but the chaotic airflow and the 

vortex channel. 

"I feel that this place is similar to the cosmic sea of the original universe." Wang Yi stretched out his 

hand, condensed a chaotic airflow, and distinguished. 

He looked left and right again, the surroundings were vast, and he couldn't see the sky or land, and 

couldn't see any scenery. 

"Wandering around here casually, shouldn't you get lost?" Wang Yi's divine power incarnation became 

worried. 

Although not afraid, but also troublesome. 

And if there is no clone of the powerhouse to come, it is estimated that I will be frightened. Cosmic 

Sea... too mysterious. No one has been able to explore the edge of the cosmic sea. Even for a true god, 

the universe sea is too vast and far away. If you go too far, it is easy to get lost. 

"No one in the entire cosmic sea has found the edge so far, and even if you fly too far into the depths of 

the cosmic sea, there will be a "disaster of being lost." Wang Yi secretly said. 

Of course, this is just the incarnation of his divine power. Even if he is lost, he can disperse at any time. 

Wang Yi will not care, but he will lose some treasures. 

"We have to figure out a way, do we have to wait here?" Wang Yi frowned. "Or go to other natural 

wormholes?" 

Just then- 



【Ding! You have entered a new map, do you need to consume 100,000 treasure points to load the new 

map? 】 

Wang Yi: "..." 

A little toothache and you're going to die for money, right? 

But think about it, 100,000 Treasure Points have been spent, which is not less than 100,000. What's 

more, Wang Yi really wants to find out whether the situation here is what he thinks. 

"Load." 

【drop! The 100,000 treasure points have been deducted, and now the current map information will be 

loaded...] 

【loading……】 

[After loading is completed, after entering the current map, it will automatically change to the current 

map mode. 】 

As a result, Wang Yi could see that the map on the panel suddenly changed. 

"Huh? The biggest light spot is only one, it should be the original universe... The others are not the same 

as before." 

Clearly the mini-universes are all in different positions. 

The Purple Moon Holy Land and the Eastern Emperor Holy Land are not in their original places, and 

there is another big light spot. 

That is, the small universe of the three Void True Gods. 

There are probably close to 200 small universes of the strongest in other universes. 

There are also two places similar to the three major Jedi! 

Not the same! 

Wang Yi murmured: "Sure enough, this is not my cosmic sea, or in other words, it is not the original 

latitude space." 

In the world that swallows the stars, there is more than one cosmic sea. 

The origin continent is the origin of all dimensional spaces, so this continent is called the origin 

continent! 

The cosmic sea around the origin continent seems to be an endless void, but in fact it has different 

dimensions, and accidentally entered the cosmic sea of another dimension. It can be divided into three 

thousand-dimensional cosmic seas. 

Every cosmic sea has a primordial universe, and there is a reincarnation channel. 



The 3,000-dimensional cosmic sea is the foundation and the foundation for the prosperity of the origin 

continent, which is the common origin of all dimensions. 

Normally, life in one latitude space cosmic sea cannot pass through to another cosmic sea. 

But the mysterious vortex channel in front of him changed all this. 

Wang Yi has determined that this is done by the panel. 

Wang Yi compared the position of his whirlpool passage and found that he was on the edge of a certain 

Jedi in this cosmic sea! 

And unlike him where there are 2999 blips. There's just a blip of a natural wormhole here! 

Obviously, the cosmic sea where Wang Yi is located is the center, connecting the other 2999 cosmic 

seas. 

Of course, the other 2999 cosmic seas can go to other cosmic seas through the Wang Yi Center Cosmic 

Sea. 

It feels like something big is going to happen! 

"Is this the so-called new map function?" Wang Yi wanted to complain. "Are you sure you will die?" 

Wang Yi looked around, and his eyes slowly showed excitement. 

"interesting." 

"Cosmic seas at other latitudes? I don't know how it compares with my universe?" 

People naturally like to explore the unknown, which is called curiosity. 

"but……" 

Looking at the updated map, Wang Yi had another headache. 

"3,000 Cosmic Seas, each time you have to load a new map, 100,000 Treasure Points at a time, isn't it 

about 3 billion Treasure Points? It's too much." 

"It doesn't feel like it's useless... It's better to explore slowly. Let's take a look and then talk about it." 

Although Wang Yi has a lot of money, he did not spend it like this. 

But what is more surprising is that the new information on the panel is long overdue. 

【Ding! 】 

[The host has triggered the quest [Death of the True God], slaying a True God in each cosmos sea, and 

after completing the quest, you can exchange with the panel for any treasure below the True God level. 

】 

[The True God of the Universe has been killed at present: 03000. 】 

"The mission is here..." Wang Yi murmured. 



This is not what he expected, he has already touched the urine of the panel. 

Basically change the map, there are new tasks released. 

"3000 Universe Sea, kill one true **** each?" Wang Yi shook his head, "This is forcing me to kill and be 

an executioner." 

To kill a true **** without injustice or hatred is a bit against Wang Yi's principle of being a human being. 

But seeing the mission reward, Wang Yi was moved again. 

In exchange for any treasure below the true **** level... Doesn't this mean that the true **** level 

mechanical flow treasure "Eight Divinity Saints" that he has been fancying for a long time can also be 

exchanged? 

This is a treasure worth 100 billion! It is comparable to the treasure of the king of gods, and Wang Yi 

can't help it. 

If they were in the origin continent, those **** kings could exchange for the treasures of **** kings, not 

to mention killing 3,000 true gods, even if they were 300 billion, they would not hesitate. 

There are not many things in the origin continent, but there are many true gods. In a kingdom war, the 

number of true gods who died is innumerable. 

Of course, Wang Yi could not refuse such a big temptation. 

"Killing the true **** is not difficult for me." Wang Yi looked at the endless chaotic airflow world 

indifferently, "and the panel does not specify the strength of the mission target, that is to say, as long as 

it is the true god." 

If the mission target is changed to the first God of the God-Eyed Clan, the giant axe, and the original 

ancestor, he still finds it difficult. 

Any real god? 

No stress. 

True God does not have the most powerful armor, there is no super palace, and there is no special life-

saving means. Basically, Wang Yi is one knife and one, and he can't even run. 

Not to mention, each Cosmic Sea only kills one... that would be easier. 

Just find an ordinary true **** to kill. 

By the way, I can still collect the killing value. After all, Wang Yi can't sit still and eat the sky, and the 

appetite for this panel is getting bigger and bigger now. 

"Let me come here as a divine body." Wang Yi's palace was suspended in the void. 

"Other gods, it's time to act." 

"3000 cosmic seas... I don't know how long it will take to kill." 



"As for this cosmic sea... Judging from the location of its natural wormholes in the primordial universe, 

let's call it Cosmic Sea No. 169." Wang Yi gave this universe a name casually. And the universe sea in his 

hometown is naturally No. 1. 

... 

When Wang Yi was pondering how to find the true **** to kill in this cosmic sea~www.mtlnovel.com~ 

hundreds of millions of light years away from Wang Yi, there was a huge and majestic island shrouded in 

endless thunderclouds. The Jedi "Liuzhongshan" and "Qingfengjie" are also hundreds of millions of light-

years in diameter... For a long time, they have been called "Thundercloud Island" by the powerhouses of 

this cosmic sea. This cosmic sea is extremely ancient and the most One of the dangerous Jedi. 

"It's finally out." A stream of light flew out from Thundercloud Island. 

It was a life similar to the dinosaurs of Jurassic World, but there were dense eyes from the head to the 

neck, each eye shining like a diamond, very evil. 

"I almost died in it this time. The depths of Thundercloud Island are still too dangerous for me." The Lord 

of the Universe glanced at the black shadow shrouded in the endless thunderclouds behind him, full of 

emotion. 

"Let's go back to the ancestor's universe first. It's been a long time since I came out. I haven't gone back 

for a long time. This time I have some gains in Thundercloud Island. I should be able to exchange a good 

thing from the treasure house." 

Whoa! The master of the alien universe teleported away directly, and the direction was exactly the side 

of Wang Yi's natural wormhole. 

Chapter 755: 3000 Space Super Smash Bros.? 

Alien beings teleport over long distances with high frequency in the chaotic airflow. 

brush! brush! brush! Keep teleporting forward. 

Returning like an arrow. 

After more than 10,000 consecutive ultra-long-distance teleportation, I suddenly sensed a spatial 

fluctuation in the distance. 

"Ok?" 

The alien life stopped abruptly, tilted his head, and looked there doubtfully. Even the "vision" of the lord 

of the universe could not see the distance. 

"What a strong spatial fluctuation, is there anything there? I remember that there was no movement 

last time." The alien life touched his head in confusion. It often passes by this route, and it is very 

familiar with the environment here. It is a void here, except for the chaotic airflow, there is nothing. 

"Stronger? Or a treasure?" The master of the alien universe was aroused curiosity. 

"It's not far anyway, let's go and see. Even if those lunatics from the first reincarnation era are there, 

they shouldn't bother me." 
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The vast universe sea, one of the areas. Swish! Advance with teleportation. In only half an hour or so, 

the alien universe master suddenly stopped in the vast chaotic airflow. He saw a huge twisted vortex 

channel in the distance and widened his eyes. 

"Worm... Wormhole?" 

"Where did such a big wormhole come from!" 

The lord of the alien universe felt stunned. 

It's like an ordinary person wakes up overnight and finds a strange building in front of his house the next 

day. 

When it passed by here last time, it obviously didn't have it, and it didn't even hear it. There is actually a 

natural wormhole here! It is impossible not to discover such a huge natural wormhole. 

This is very close to "Thunder Cloud Island", one of the two major Jedi, and there are many strong 

people passing by! 

"Is it formed naturally, or..." The alien universe master was full of doubts, staring at the wormhole with 

a diameter of 100,000 light-years. 

"It should appear soon, otherwise there will be no news." 

"This space wormhole is still so huge. Where does the opposite side lead to?" 

"The pressure is so strong, I feel a sense of oppression." 

"Should I go in and take a look?" The master of the alien universe was eager to move. 

... 

At this time, Wang Yi's incarnation of divine power had returned, and the human deity also flew to the 

universe sea here in a mechanical warship. 

"First learn about the situation in the Universe Sea here, and then find a suitable True God to do it." 

Wang Yi thought. "Well, the Jedi here can also explore, maybe there is something to gain." 

There was a hint of excitement in Wang Yi's eyes. 

Three thousand cosmic seas are much wider than a single cosmic sea, and there are many more Jedi and 

opportunities. 

If you have the opportunity to go for a while, the panel may be able to sign something good. 

"but……" 

"Our cosmic sea is the center of this natural wormhole. In the future, other cosmic sea powerhouses will 

definitely discover its existence. Come here, three thousand cosmic sea powerhouses will gather in the 

cosmic sea, and I don't know what storms will be caused by then." Wang Yi showed a trace of solemnity. 

Think about it, Wang Yi alone has nearly 100 forces in his cosmic sea, and hundreds of the strongest in 

the cosmos, and the cosmic sea data that Wang Yi loaded with the panel map before, there are nearly 



200 small universes, and there are nearly 200 small universes. There are also three true **** universes! 

This is double his cosmic strength! 

Adding up 3000 universes, how many true gods should there be? I'm afraid it's not hundreds of 

thousands! 

Even if only one-tenth of so many true gods ran to Wang Yi's Cosmic Sea, they could turn the world 

upside down, and the situation in the Cosmic Sea would change dramatically. 

It's just that Wang Yi is not too worried. The universe sea has the most true gods, and the void true gods 

all run to reincarnation. It is not bad that the true **** limit can reach the top tenth order. With Wang 

Yi's current strength, he is not afraid, and there is still room for improvement in his strength. , far from 

reaching the limit. 

"It's really troublesome. When the time comes, the soldiers will come to block it, and the water will 

come to cover it." 

"There's still a year..." The mechanical warship was galloping through the wormhole passage. 

At the same time, Wang Yi's flame star behemoth, void zerg, and secluded sea clone also acted together, 

rushing towards a natural wormhole. 

But it's a long way to go, and it's estimated that it will take several years to get there. 

... 

Inside the wormhole passage, a triangular palace with a crystal clear body is also flying. 

However, the direction of Wang Yi is the opposite, that is to say, it is flying towards Wang Yi's universe. 

"It's been so long. Hasn't this wormhole ended yet?" The Alien Universe Lord lay on the ground and 

looked forward with a daze in his eyes. 

The lord of the universe from the universe of the universe of the universe, the sea, could not help but 

come in and explore. 

But it found that the situation was different from what he imagined. The wormhole was longer than it 

thought, and it didn't finish flying for a month. 

As the lord of the "Konghua Holy Land Universe", one of the three holy land universes in this cosmos 

sea, it has lived for a long time, but it is the first time that it has seen a wormhole with such a long 

distance. 

It even made it feel scared. 

This is beyond the scope of the cosmic sea they are familiar with, right? 

At this moment, the master of the alien universe has noticed that something is wrong. 

"No matter what, let's report to the ethnic group first." The master of the alien universe made a 

decision. 

Konghua Holy Land is one of the three holy land universes. 



There are many ethnic groups in Nakonghua Holy Land, and there are many factions. Because the 

legendary ancestor of Konghua is a special being who transcends reincarnation and achieves the Holy 

Land universe, she actually has no ethnic group, only a few special beings of the same race, and other 

ethnic groups that rely on her. Nature has become the main inhabitant of this holy place universe. 

And the ethnic group of the alien universe master is also considered to be the top five powerful ethnic 

groups among the vassal ethnic groups in the Konghua Holy Land. Among the ethnic groups is the 

strongest person in the universe, and the right to speak in the Holy Land universe is also very high. 

The core area of Konghua Holy Land universe, "Konghua Sanctuary". 

Here, the lords of the universe, the strongest in the universe, and their servants live. 

In the infinite white sea of clouds, the towering palaces are dotted and beautiful, like a fairyland on 

earth, and a white stone castle is suspended at the top of the endless height, which is where the 

legendary "Konghua Ancestor" palace is located. She has not been seen for countless years, and in the 

Holy Land, only a very small number of ancient powerhouses have seen her with their own eyes, and she 

has become a legend in the eyes of the people of the Holy Land universe. 

There are also continents under the sea of clouds, where the Venerable and the Immortal are located. 

Then, there is the infinite space within the Holy Land universe. 

The size of the "Konghua Holy Land Universe" is three billion light-years in diameter, which is similar to 

the Eastern Emperor Holy Land Universe. 

Because the Holy Land is eternal, and after immortality, you can live here forever without any worries, 

and live a leisurely life without competition in the world, so this place is shrouded in a quiet atmosphere 

all the year round. 

One of the majestic palaces with a height of one million kilometers in the sea of clouds is the residence 

of the "Lord of Enthalpy Insects". 

Numerous servants move around here. 

An incarnation of the alien universe master stayed here, and at this time it got up from the palace and 

stood in front of a wall. Then the wall shook like running water. 

"The record is uploaded, I found it in the cosmos sea area xxxxxx..." The voice of the master of the alien 

universe sounded in a low voice. 

When the cosmos sea is roaming, the cosmos masters of certain forces will send the information back to 

their own forces whenever they discover something, and some valuable information can also get 

contribution points. 

"The information has been uploaded to the ethnic database." An electronic voice sounded in the palace. 

The consciousness of the master of the alien universe logs into the virtual space of his own ethnic group, 

and he sees that the information he just released has been updated in the information space of the 

master of the universe. 



As for the last update, it was already 50,000 years ago. It was a master of the universe who found a high-

level treasure born somewhere, proudly proclaiming how lucky he was, and hundreds of masters of the 

universe followed one after another. Thread, despise him shameless. 

The information below is basically such trivial matters. It’s either finding the treasure or having a fight 

with a strong person, or creating some kind of secret method, and inviting strong people to form a team 

to go somewhere. Thousands of years ago, countless news, generally calm, nothing new. 

You can see how long and how boring these ancient existences are. 

The master of the alien universe shrugged, and after greeting a few friends, he exited the virtual space. 

In the wormhole space, in the blink of an eye and a few months have passed, the master of the alien 

universe is still staring at the scenery outside in the palace, bored, and occasionally his consciousness 

will enter the virtual space to pass the time. 

And Wang Yi didn't know that a palace was coming towards him, and the two sides were getting closer. 

Both are very careful, even in the wormhole flying Arcana field remains open at all times, so as the two 

approach, the fields quickly collide. 

"Huh? Domain?" Wang Yi, who was in the palace, suddenly opened his closed eyes. 

And the "Master of Enthalpy Insects", the master of the alien universe in the Crystal Palace, was also 

surprised. 

"Treasure field?" 

"Furthermore, a very strong domain." The enthalpy worm master immediately found that his domain 

collided with the opponent's domain like a wave hitting a reef, and instantly retreated. 

The two masters of the universe, who were strangers to each other, did not speak for a while, but 

cautiously probed. 

Of course, it is mainly the Lord of Enthalpy Worms who are wary. Wang Yi is much more relaxed. 

"Does the power controlled by the domain is so poor? It seems that it is a master of the universe, 

otherwise it is an ordinary true god." Wang Yi thought easily. 

The strength has reached his level, standing on the top of the universe sea, he can indeed look down on 

the heroes, and can threaten him very little. 

"In such a terrifying field, the opponent's strength is by no means simple. It should be stronger than me. 

I'm already the top master of the universe. Is it possible that the opponent is the strongest in the 

universe?" The master of enthalpy was startled. 

What made him even more puzzled was that the opposite side came from the other side of the 

wormhole. 

"Could it be that I discovered this wormhole first?" The enthalpy worm thought so. 



"However, the breath is very unfamiliar, and I have never seen it in this field..." The Lord of Enthalpy 

Insects looked at the endless fiery waves opposite. 

Of course, the enthalpy worm master didn't know that this was the supreme treasure of the Xeon 

domain, "Prison Yanjie" carried by Wang Yi's deity. The whole space was surging with endless hot red 

flames, and the pressure was endless, which made the enthalpy worm master feel shocked. . 

Its realm has been oppressed to the point of being almost broken, and the opponent's realm is shrouded 

in a menacing manner. 

"The Lord of the Universe can't be this strong, who is the strongest in the Universe?" The Lord of 

Enthalpy Insects resisted with difficulty. 

However, Wang Yi is not from this Cosmic Sea. Of course, the enthalpy worm master has never seen it 

before. There are many powerhouses in this Cosmic Sea. Who knows if a super being has the treasure in 

a certain field? 

The enthalpy master did not think of another cosmic sea, because this is the secret of the cosmic sea, a 

secret that the original cosmic will does not allow to be leaked. The specific information can only be 

replaced by "ancient civilization". 

"Which senior is in front? I am the master of enthalpy worms in Konghua Holy Land Universe." 

It found that it didn't seem to be able to run, and it was a little worried that the other party would 

destroy it... It should be unlikely, it is not so easy for the strongest in the universe to kill the top master 

of the universe. Not to mention it's not without context. 

Of course, it does not know that the opposite is not the strongest in the universe, but a strong and 

terrible Lord of the universe. 

"Konghua Holy Land Universe?" Wang Yi's eyes flashed, "It should be one of the three Holy Land 

Universes in this Cosmic Sea." 

He began to ponder. 

It is not difficult to destroy this enthalpy worm master, even if it hides in the peak palace treasure, Wang 

Yi certainly cannot break this palace treasure, but it does not mean that he cannot suppress or kill this 

enthalpy worm master. 

Otherwise, the strongest people in the universe would not be so afraid of the original ancestor. Wang 

Yi's current soul attack has also reached the level of the seventh-order secret technique. With the 

amplitude of the soul embryo's "soul nest", burning the second-level divine power is enough to reach 

nearly tenth-order formidable power. , not to mention the lord of the universe, even the strongest 

person in the universe can kill, even if it can’t be easily killed, it will consume energy to death, the 

ordinary lord of the universe is not like him, he has the source Xeon Supreme Treasure to provide divine 

power, which can be extravagant. Zoom in. 

"I didn't expect that this cosmic wormhole was discovered by the creatures in this cosmic sea so 

quickly." Wang Yi originally wanted to sneak in. 



"Senior, I don't know which Cosmic Sea you are?" The master of the enthalpy still wanted to inquire 

about Wang Yi's information. 

Wang Yi glanced at the crystal triangular palace completely surrounded by an endless sea of flames. As 

long as he had a single thought, he could make the Lord of the Universe fall. 

"However, even if this guy is destroyed, it doesn't make much sense. The news of the cosmic wormhole 

channel will sooner or later be discovered by the cosmic seas of all parties. If this enthalpy worm master 

is destroyed today, others will still find out that the three thousand cosmic seas will be discovered in the 

future. , it's too big." Wang Yi sighed. 

He took another look at the triangular crystal palace~www.mtlnovel.com~, just right, this enthalpy 

worm master can let me know the situation of this cosmic sea. " 

Thus, the master of enthalpy was "captured". After Wang Yi showed off its power a little, it was honest 

and obedient, and it was almost not scared to pee, okay? That soul attack can kill even the soul of the 

clone, not to mention that the master of the enthalpy doesn't even have a clone. 

The Lord of Enthalpy Insects obediently flew out of the palace. The peak palace treasure material 

defense is so powerful that even the strongest in the universe cannot break it, but the defense of the 

soul is just like that. Under the attack of Wang Yi's soul, it is similar to paper. 

Although the Lord of Enthalpy Insects also has a soul treasure, and his will is not bad, but he can't 

withstand Wang Yi's soul attack power comparable to the original ancestor. Wang Yi slightly affects its 

consciousness, and it knows that it is powerful. 

If you don't want to fall, you have to be honest and obedient. 

So the enthalpy lord is now well behaved. 

At the same time, in the Konghua Holy Land universe, the divine power incarnation of the Lord of 

Enthalpy Insects abruptly opened his eyes and ran out. 

"Teacher, help!" 

Chapter 756: new cosmic sea 

"Senior." The Lord of Enthalpy Insects flew to the black mechanical warship. 

"Come in." The hatch of the mechanical warship opened, and there was a faint voice. 

The Lord of Enthalpy Insects really doesn't want to go in, but now people have to bow their heads under 

the eaves, and the Lord of Enthalpy Insects can only go in obediently. 

In a spacious hall of the mechanical warship, I saw a black-haired, red-armored boy. 

It's just the power emanating from his body and the will contained in his eyes that make the Lord of 

Enthalpy Insects feel terrified. 

It's no wonder that Wang Yi's divine body has exceeded 50,000 times, and his will has reached the level 

of a true **** in the void, surpassing most of the strongest in the universe. 
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The Lord of Enthalpy Insects was even more afraid to investigate, and was extremely well-behaved in 

front of Wang Yi. 

In my heart, I was quickly thinking about which old monster in the sea of cosmos is like this. 

"Enthalpy worms, right?" Wang Yi said lightly. 

"Yes." The enthalpy master responded. 

"Give me a copy of all the information about the Cosmic Sea in your Konghua Holy Land Universe that 

you know, without any omissions." Wang Yi said. 

"Yes. But senior..." The Master of Enthalpy Insect hesitated, "I don't have a high status in the Holy Land, 

and I am not qualified to know a lot of information..." 

"I'm not embarrassing you, just give me what you know." Wang Yi glanced at it. "But if you deliberately 

hide it, you will know the consequences." 

"Yes." The enthalpy worm's heart tightened. The unfamiliar powerhouse in front of him is terrifyingly 

powerful, and he just wants some information. Of course, he will not foolishly play tricks on this aspect 

and offend such a terrifying existence. 

Seeing that the enthalpy master was so cooperative, there was a hint of flattery on his hideous face, 

Wang Yi nodded in satisfaction. "Ruzi can be taught." 

... 

Konghua Holy Land Universe. 

There are also six palaces suspended under the highest white castle 'the city of the ancestors', one of 

which is blue like a palace made of ice and snow. 

"A super being good at soul attack? Never seen it before? Very unfamiliar?" A woman with long hair as 

smooth as the blue sea, a beautiful face, and a silver robe looked at the apprentice in front of her 

suspiciously. 

"Yes, teacher." The enthalpy master lay on the ground respectfully, raised his head and said, "I saw him 

when I was flying in a natural wormhole, and he flew over from the opposite side... Then, a soul 

attacked. I couldn't help falling into the illusion, and I couldn't resist at all, it was more terrifying than 

any powerhouse I've ever seen, but fortunately, the other party didn't want to kill me, so I survived." 

The enthalpy worm was a little scared. 

"Even you can't resist? Did you get hit in an instant?" The blue-haired woman in silver robe became 

solemn. She can also calculate the strength of her apprentice. Except for the lack of super strong and 

super treasure, the strength is already considered to be the ultimate in the master of the universe, and 

the will is not bad. At least some of the strongest people in the universe who are good at soul secrets 

can't let the enthalpy worms silently. The Lord couldn't help but fall into an illusion and couldn't 

struggle, which was terrifying. 

"Does the Sea of cosmos have such a strong strength and is the strongest in the universe who is good at 

the secret of the soul?" The blue-haired woman in silver robe searched the memory in her mind and 



found that it seemed unheard of, and she was very puzzled. "This kind of strength should not be 

unknown." 

"This is what that strong man looks like." The enthalpy worm master outlined Wang Yi's appearance 

with divine power, the silver-robed blue-haired woman glanced at it and shook her head. "I've never 

seen it before, the Universe Sea doesn't have any information that matches this powerhouse." 

However, it is also possible that a strong man deliberately disguised himself as this and walked around. 

The blue-haired woman in silver robe did not meet in person, and there was no way to confirm it. 

"Since the other party didn't kill you, he just asked for some information, so he shouldn't be hostile to 

my Holy Land." After thinking about it, the silver-robed blue-haired woman instructed. "You first listen 

to the other party's words, and don't resist." 

"Disciple understands." Of course, the enthalpy master did not dare to resist. To resist is to die. 

Although the enthalpy master has lived for a long time, he does not want to die so meaningless. 

... 

Inside the natural wormhole passage, a black mechanical warship is flying rapidly. 

The Lord of Enthalpy Insects handed a stone token to Wang Yi flatteringly: "Senior, all the information I 

know about the Cosmic Sea is here." 

Wang Yi took the divine power and glanced at it quickly, and after confirming that the enthalpy master 

didn't make any small moves, he nodded and made a light hum. "Not bad." He threw a space ring 

casually. "I don't take your things for nothing, this is your reward." 

The Lord of Enthalpy Insects looked at Wang Yi's face and confirmed that he was indeed giving it to 

himself. He took the ring carefully and accompanied him with a smile, "Thank you for the reward, senior, 

do you have any other instructions?" 

The Lord of Enthalpy Insects is also a character in the sea of cosmos. He is comparable to the chaotic city 

lord of the previous human race or the five chaotic lords of the god-eye tribe. dare not let go. 

"No, let's go." Wang Yi waved his hand, as if he was throwing away a piece of garbage. 

The enthalpy master was not at all dissatisfied, and was overjoyed. "The junior retire." 

The master of enthalpy worms ran away. 

When it flew out of the black warship and looked back, there was a feeling of escaping from death. 

"It's finally out. Fortunately, I have a good life this time. I met a strong man who is not addicted to 

killing, and I didn't explain it here." "Next time, I won't drill an unfamiliar wormhole again." The Lord of 

Enthalpy Worms made a decision. 

At this time, it was still in the wormhole passage, and it did not dare to fly in front of Wang Yi, but fell 

behind. 



"Senior, the flight speed is not fast." The enthalpy worm looked at the black warship that was a hundred 

times the speed of light in front of him, wondering in his heart. 

The speed of the strongest person in the universe is far more than 100 times the speed of light, and can 

reach an exaggerated 10,000 times, 100,000 times or even a million times the speed of light. The 

wormhole channel cannot teleport, so it relies on flight. 

The speed of the master of the universe cannot exceed a hundred times the speed of light. 

Of course, the enthalpy master didn't know that the super being that scared him was a master of the 

universe, and he didn't dare to think so. Although he was puzzled, he could only guess that this senior 

had his own ideas. 

but…… 

It glanced at the deep wormhole passage behind it. 

What exactly is there? Why did this senior fly from there? 

Would you like to go take a look? An idea arose in the mind of the enthalpy master. The determination 

just now was shaky. 

The Lord of Enthalpy Insects is adventurous by nature, otherwise he would not run to the most 

dangerous Jedi "Thundercloud Island" in the universe sea all day long, just because this kind of life 

makes it feel exciting to survive for a long time, let it be Feel the meaning of life. 

That is, he likes to die. 

And they are all here. After flying for so long, they are still frightened. I am really unwilling not to see it. 

The Lord of Enthalpy Insects fought a battle between heaven and man in his heart. Seeing that the black 

warship in front had quickly disappeared from view, he immediately made up his mind. 

Go check it out. 

... 

Of course Wang Yi didn't know that the enthalpy master who was behind had already flown towards his 

own universe sea, and even if he knew, he wouldn't care. 

The Cosmic Sea will be discovered sooner or later. With so many channels, there is no way to prevent 

others from coming in. 

He was reading a message from the Lord of Enthalpy Worms. 

Let's call this Cosmic Sea No. 169 Cosmic Sea. 

Like the universe sea in Wang Yi's hometown, it is also divided into the first reincarnation era, the 

second reincarnation era, the third reincarnation era (primitive universe era) and the three holy land 

universes, including more than one hundred forces, the strongest in the universe. There are close to two 

hundred. 

The number of the strongest people in the universe is much more than that of Wang Yi. 



Not to mention the three holy land universes. In each era of reincarnation alone, there are nearly 60 

strongest people in the universe, twice as many as Wang Yi's. 

"This universe... Is it easier to give birth to the strongest in the universe than the original universe on my 

side? Or is there another reason?" Wang Yi wondered. 

He thought of taking over the primordial universe, the lowest will have a chance to succeed, and the 

highest will of the **** king will surely succeed, which shows that even the holy will can be successful... 

It also shows that there should be differences between the primordial universes. 

Some primitive universes may be particularly powerful! The source is stronger, the number of strong 

people is more, and of course there are more strong people in the universe! 

It is also possible that ancient civilization cultivation methods will appear, allowing a surge of 

powerhouses in a certain era! 

Or there is a special treasure opportunity... 

There are all kinds of possibilities! 

"Even the Holy Land Universe, there are three, which proves that this Cosmic Sea has existed for a very 

long time, at least it has not experienced the catastrophe of the beasts for many years, otherwise all 

civilizations will be destroyed, and the cultivation methods will be submerged in history. There is no 

accumulation of And inheritance, the new civilization can only start all over again." Wang Yi secretly 

said. 

Like the Purple Moon Holy Land, they can teach the way to cultivate to the strongest in the universe... 

Of course, it is also possible for the three holy land universes here, because since they have achieved the 

Holy Land universe, of course, they have also crossed the reincarnation channel, went to the origin 

continent, and joined what forces, It is normal to get some cultivation methods and teach them back. 

However, the Holy Land Universe has a limit to bear. Only the Lord of the Universe can be born. If you 

want to be the strongest in the Universe, you have to pay a huge price, so no Holy Land Universe is 

willing to do this. 

"There are... two great Jedi." Wang Yi's eyes flashed. 

Compared with the power of this cosmic sea, he is more concerned about the two Jedi. 

In this cosmic sea, there are two extremely ancient and extremely dangerous places, namely 

"Thundercloud Island" and "Giant Beast Cliff"! 

The years of their existence are far longer than the three holy land universes, and the universe sea has 

existed countless years ago. 

"We have three major Jedi over there... Here, there are also two major Jedi, the situation of the three 

thousand latitude cosmic sea should be similar, there are different dangerous Jedi, why is this, is it the 

original will of the original universe, or is it the supreme rule? Control..." Wang Yi thought about it. 



The existence of the Jedi should be to temper the life of the universe sea, so that they have the 

opportunity to break through the reincarnation. Many powerful ancient treasures are also passed down 

from the Jedi and the depths of the universe. 

However, the will of the origin of the universe tightly seals all the information beyond the level of the 

true god, so that the sea creatures of the universe cannot know before they cross the cycle of 

reincarnation, at least they cannot be spread. 

"If you have the opportunity, you can go to those Jedi and explore." Wang Yi's eyes were deep. 

"However, let's complete the task of the panel first, three thousand true gods, the panel really gave me 

a problem." 

Three thousand true gods, killing them is not a problem. 

The problem is to kill as the Lord of Chaotic Sources. If you kill so many, the three thousand latitudes of 

the universe will probably be hostile to him collectively. 

He was not afraid. 

But if the human race in the primitive universe is hostile, it will be troublesome. 

In the future, it will be difficult to move an inch in the universe, and it is not an era, but a longer period 

of time. 

After all, his actions this time are not allowed to offend even those Holy Land universes. 

"You have to think of a way, at least... you can't kill as the Lord of Chaotic Origin." 

Wang Yi glanced over the panel. 

It soon landed on a true god-level treasure. 

[Hu She Skin]: The true god-level treasure, the main material is made of a very special true god-level life 

"Hu She", which can change its appearance, appearance and divine power structure breath, making it 

perfectly disguised as another true **** life, even if the void true **** , It is difficult to see through 

without divine power scanning the interior. 

Because it is a special treasure and cannot provide defense and other purposes, it will not conflict with 

other treasures, but it will not increase combat power and can only be used for camouflage. 

Redemption requires 2 million Arcana Points. 

It is similar in function to the "Blood Cloud Pearl" refined by Zuoshan Ke, but it is more powerful and 

belongs to the advanced version of "Blood Cloud Pearl". 

The blood cloud pearl itself has the ability to conceal, can change the breath of life, can change the 

appearance of the treasure, etc... And the "hushe skin" also has the same effect. 

After use, Wang Yi will truly become a "true **** life". 

But after all, he is not a true true god, not flesh and blood, not a small universe, nor can he follow the 

law... 



Of course, because of the restriction of the origin law of the universe, in the sea of cosmos, every 

strongest person in the universe can only use the power of the master of the universe at the gene level 

of ten thousand times, which is not much different from Wang Yi. 

Therefore, as long as Wang Yi is careful and does not use the same secret techniques and fighting 

abilities as the Lord of Chaotic Origin to be exposed to outsiders, there should be no problem. 

"Well..." Wang Yi rubbed his chin with a strange smile, "Those guys don't even know that I know the 

secret arts of the soul, so, this time, let's make a facelift and become a super being who is proficient in 

the arts of the soul." 

In the primordial universe, everyone knows that the master of Chaotic Source is the most powerful 

sword technique, and another identity he once used, the 'Hell Lord', is good at the secret technique of 

the soul... But the three strongest men in the universe who were captured did not say it, nor did he I 

know that I forgot, but I still feel that there is no point in saying it. 

The Lord of Chaotic Source is already invincible in the sea of cosmos~www.mtlnovel.com~ The strongest 

person in the universe has been suppressed and killed by two palms together, killing you dozens of Lords 

of the universe and tens of thousands of Venerables of the universe What is it? 

Maybe this is the reason why they didn't say it. Could it be that the forces behind the fallen 

powerhouses can oppose the Lord of Chaotic Origin because of this? 

Do not make jokes! 

"With this special treasure, I can achieve perfect disguise." 

"I have four divine bodies, so I will exchange four pieces of 'hushe skin' first, disguised as four 

powerhouses with different appearances, different divine bodies, and different means." Wang Yi smiled. 

"And this time the 3,000 cosmos seas are opened, and countless powerhouses will gather from all 

directions in the future. When the time comes, fish and dragons will be mixed up, and the situation will 

be difficult to understand. Who knows which cosmos seas of super beings suddenly appear? It's just 

convenient for me to fish in troubled waters. " 

Wang Yi smiled happily. 

"It's such a happy decision." 

"Let's have a good hunt!" 

Chapter 757: Tuoshan Lanzun 

"Who to kill?" Wang Yi watched the message. 

This side of the universe sea, including the three holy places, has nearly two hundred true gods. 

There is no need to think about the three holy places, the true **** basically will not go out for several 

times of reincarnation. 

"The first reincarnation era?" 
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"Second reincarnation era?" 

"It's still the third reincarnation era..." 

Wang Yi thought about it, and finally turned his attention to the strongest person in the universe named 

"Tuoshan Lanzun" in the data. 

"Taoshan Lanzun" is the strongest person in the universe in the first reincarnation era of the universe. 

Originally born from a special life, but with an evil temperament, he likes to torture life. 

With the arrival of the time of reincarnation, he became more and more crazy, and the life in his small 

universe was simply miserable, as if living in a **** on earth. 

However, they can't resist! 

"It's you..." Wang Yi said softly. 

If he had to choose a true **** to start with, of course he would choose the one that was the least 

pleasing to the eye. 

"Taoshan Lanzun" is the strongest person in the universe in the first reincarnation era, and his strength 

is not weak. 

But who made Wang Yi hate what he did? 

This battle is not for small cosmic creatures, but Wang Yi wants to kill people. 

"Taoshan Lanzun is currently active at the Giant Beast Cliff, one of the two major Jedi, but the exact 

location is unknown, but it is easy to find him." Wang Yi's eyes were cold. 

"Go." The black warship moved forward rapidly in the wormhole passage, getting closer and closer to 

the exit at the end. 

... 

This cosmic sea is boundless, and the cosmic sea is filled with endless chaotic airflow, giving birth to 

many dangerous places, the most dangerous of which are the two Jedi - Thundercloud Island and Giant 

Beast Cliff. 

About half a year later, on the way, Wang Yi first came out of the wormhole, and then rushed from the 

vicinity of Thundercloud Island to the Giant Beast Cliff. 

"arrive." 

A figure teleported out of thin air, looking at the behemoth hundreds of millions of light-years away. 

Amazing! Looking from a distance, I saw a towering black shadow suspended in the void, surrounded by 

endless chaotic airflow, this is a mysterious monster that has never been seen before! There are sixteen 

hooves, a pair of huge wings covered with scales, a thick and long tail, three heads, one raised to the 

sky, one lowered, and the other looking straight ahead, but they have one thing in common is their 

foreheads. At the same time, there is a huge hole, and there are dense wounds and cracks on the body 

of unknown material. The endless chaotic airflow pours in from its mouth and some cracks, forming a 



powerful chaotic storm, and the most terrifying thing is the mouth. There, it seems to be absorbing a 

mighty chaotic Tianhe, even if the strongest in the universe is involved, they will all fall, and the Lord of 

the universe can't even get close. 

What's even more amazing is that Wang Yi saw that a beast mouth was slowly swallowing a small 

incomplete universe, and it was almost completely swallowed. 

Wang Yi couldn't help but hold his breath, "It's terrifying, this giant beast cliff existed in an extremely 

ancient era, and it is not known how long before the three holy places, but I don't know why it appeared 

here, it is another mystery of the universe. " 

"The forces of the universe have guessed that this is a powerful weapon of war from an ancient 

civilization, and it may be possible." 

"It's actually in the shape of a beast, and the body material has a special connection. Even the strongest 

in the universe can't forcefully take it away. This situation is similar to the cosmic boat." Wang Yi 

watched the giant beast for a long time before teleporting over. 

If you want to enter the Giant Beast Cliff, there are specific routes, and it is safer to follow these routes. 

"Pretend here." On Wang Yi's hand, a translucent cloak appeared as thin as a cicada's wings. There were 

mysterious lines on the cloak, which were outlined as a strange and beautiful bird, faintly revealing 

bursts of trance fluctuation. 

This is "hushe skin". 

Whoa! As soon as Wang Yi's thoughts moved, the cloak covered him and penetrated into the armor like 

flowing water, and Wang Yi's appearance changed accordingly. 

In an instant, it transformed into a tall and thin one, with long and narrow eyes, a demonic life with 

purple patterns on his face, black and purple hair hanging down from his back like a feather crest, forked 

into two long tails, and a hazy mist all over his body. Fluctuations, which can confuse outsider probes. 

Wang Yi looked at himself up and down, "It's amazing. If I don't say it, even the high-level human race 

such as the giant axe will not recognize it." 

"With this disguise, it's much easier to act." 

"go." 

Wang Yi turned into a stream of light, entering from one of the inconspicuous cracks in the 

incomparably huge body of the giant beast, more than a thousand light-years wide and more than 7,000 

light-years long. 

... 

Deep in the inner domain of the giant beast cliff, in a piece of water. 

A master of the universe is unfolding the realm to carefully explore the surrounding environment. 

Suddenly his face changed. 



"boom!" 

A more powerful realm slammed into his realm, smashing his realm into pieces. 

"Who?" The cosmos master who was caught in the realm made a panicked voice, which was too sudden. 

Feeling the outrageous pressure in the surrounding space, his expression became even more uneasy. 

A phantom burst out from the distant waters, so fast that it was impossible to see clearly. I could only 

barely see a black phantom, and then suspended in front of the Lord of the Universe! 

There were hazy lights and shadows floating around him, and he couldn't see clearly, but he could only 

vaguely feel a pair of breathtaking eyes looking down. 

"Looking at your appearance, you should be the Lord of the Beads of the Astrology God Lord's mini-

universe." A soft and strange voice came out that made one's mind involuntarily attracted. 

The Lord of Yuzhu felt that his consciousness was actually starting to trance under the voice of the other 

party, and he couldn't help but startled. 

He stepped back cautiously. 

"I am, may I ask you to..." 

The Lord of Yuzhu involuntarily adopted the honorific title. 

"You don't need to know who I am. Next, I will ask you something, and you will answer." A beautiful 

creature could be vaguely seen in the hazy light and shadow. He looked at the Lord of the Pearl Yu 

indifferently, which made the Lord of the Pearl of Yu's heart skip a beat. 

He didn't dare to refute the other party's words, the terrifying sense of oppression made him 

understand that the person in front of him was probably the strongest person in the universe. 

"Yes, my lord." The Lord of Yuzhu said obediently. 

"Do you have a way to find out where the master of the universe in the Tuoshan Lanzun miniature 

universe is?" Wang Yi asked. 

"Tuoshan Lanzun is the master of the universe of the small universe?" said the master of Yuzhu, "sir, can 

I ask which one is acceptable?" 

"It's best to be at Giant Beast Cliff, the closer it is to us, the better." Wang Yi said. 

"My lord, I need time to ask others." The Lord of Yuzhu said. 

"I'll give you time." Wang Yi said indifferently. "Little guy, I don't want to hurt you, I hope you don't give 

me useless news." A cold breath permeated over. 

"Don't worry, my lord, I will be very fast." The Lord of Yuzhu shook his body and replied frightened. 

Wang Yi hovered quietly at a high place, watching the Lord of Yuzhu go to inquire about the news. 

All the forces in the Universe Sea have some information exchanges, and every Lord of the Universe will 

have a group of friends. Friends exchange messages with each other. The Lord of Yuzhu immediately 



used the incarnation of divine power left in the small universe to ask acquaintances who had channels, 

and then the acquaintances contacted other people. There were only so many masters of the universe 

in the sea of cosmos, and it was basically difficult to hide any troubles from them. 

Soon, the Lord of Yuzhu heard the news and breathed a sigh of relief. 

Respectfully, he said to Wang Yi: "Sir, I have heard that there is a cosmos master under the command of 

Tuoshan Lanzun in the Jiujiu River of Giant Beast Cliff, not far from us." 

"Jiujiu River." Wang Yi read the name while searching for relevant information in his mind, then he 

nodded. 

"you sure?" 

"Sure. The Lord of the Universe is called the Lord of Pansang. He was born in Jiujiu River to guard the 

treasure. It has been almost ten epochs, and he has never left so soon." The Lord of Yuzhu said evenly. 

"Okay, you did a good job, this is a reward for you." A beam of brilliance flew towards the Lord of Yuzhu, 

and at the same time, a dim light and shadow flashed away, and disappeared in the sky in a blink of an 

eye. 

"Hey, let's go." 

Only then did the Lord of Yuzhu really feel relieved, and looked at the treasure in his hand, "Top 

treasure? This lord is quite generous, but he suddenly appeared and shocked me." 

He looked at the boundless waters where Wang Yi was leaving, "What on earth does this person who 

specifically inquired about Tuoshan Lanzun want to do? Could it be that he has something to do with 

Tuoshan Lanzun? Anyway, it has nothing to do with me." 

The Lord of Yuzhu put away the treasure, turned it into a streamer, and left here. 

... 

Somewhere in the inner region of the Giant Beast Cliff, on the bank of the mighty Jiujiu River, the water 

vapor is misty, on a huge rock. 

A black figure sat cross-legged there. 

And around, there are also figures in twos and threes. 

"Jiujiuhe, there are so many people." The black figure was a reptile-like life, but it had a pair of wings. It 

looked a little unhappy at the powerhouses around it. 

"Jiujiu River is a relatively safe place nearby, and treasures are often born. It is normal for more people." 

"I've been wandering here for almost a hundred years. Last time, a top treasure was born, but I didn't 

get it. This time, I must..." The master of Pansang was thinking in his heart, and at the same time looked 

at the strong men, his eyes Fierce. 



To escape from reincarnation, you can only hope to rely on the strongest in the universe. These masters 

of the universe have no choice but to find other things to do, or fight, or compete for treasures, find 

opportunities, and one is more crazy than the other. 

suddenly-- 

boom! 

A streamer flew over at high speed in the distance. 

"Ok?" 

"Someone is here." 

"Who is that?" 

Every strong man by the river noticed it. 

"The Lord of Pansang" also saw it, and his eyes were not very friendly. "Here is another one." 

The streamer seemed to see the Lord of Pansang, turned a corner, and rushed towards the "Master of 

Pansang". 

"Look. The new master of Chaopansang flew over." 

"Is it possible to meet the Lord of Pansang?" 

"It's also possible that the trouble was with the master of Pansang. After all, the master of Pansang is 

not well-connected." 

The strong men on the banks of the Jiujiu River were discussing. 

"Come looking for me?" Lord Pansang knew that he didn't know the person who came, and his eyes 

immediately became vigilant. However, it is not too nervous. After all, as the fourth-order top cosmos 

master, he basically knows all the dangerous characters in the cosmos sea, and he will avoid those who 

threaten him, but it does not include the one in front of him. 

"Very unfamiliar, which powerhouse is it?" Lord Pansang had already seen a hazy light and shadow flying 

over, and then saw a pair of unbelievably beautiful eyes in the hazy light and shadow. 

The only thing left in his soul world was this incredible eye of beauty. 

With just one look, the Lord of Pansang was sluggish when they looked at each other. 

"call!" 

The streamer swept past the shore of the Lord of Pansang and went straight away. 

The Lord of Pansang, who was originally there, disappeared in place. 

"..." 

Lord of the Universe: What just happened? 

What about the Lord of Pansang? 



So what about the big Pansang Lord? 

The Lords of the Universe exploded on the shore. 

"Where's the Lord of Pansang? Why is he gone?" 

"I saw that when the streamer flew over, the Lord of Pansang seemed to be in a daze. He didn't resist at 

all and was taken away." 

"Could it be that they know each other?" 

"It's not like. I think the Lord of Pansang seems to be instantly controlled and has no resistance. It should 

be some kind of special soul method." 

"The strength of the Lord of Pansang is not weak. How terrifying is it to control him in an instant?" 

"The figure was very strange just now, did any of you recognize it?" 

... 

"Pan Sang." 

A soft voice that made the soul can't help but indulge in it rang in the ears of Lord Pansang. 

The Lord of Pansang woke up with a start, and immediately understood what had just happened. 

Looking at the dim light and shadow in front of him, his eyes were full of fear. 

"you you……" 

Wang Yi said calmly: "Your family, Tuoshan Lanzun, call him here. I will give him ten years to wait for him 

here. If you don't come, you will die." 

The Lord of Pansang looked at the mysterious existence in front of him, and there was only fear in his 

heart. 

In the core area of Giant Beast Cliff, thick smoke is billowing, and a giant tortoise is climbing here in a 

blazing volcano. 

The strange thing is that this giant tortoise actually has an old man's head, and a gray mountain is 

supported on the tortoise's back. 

This is the famous existence "Taoshan Lanzun" in the first reincarnation era of the universe sea. 

Tuoshan Lanzun has an extremely evil and violent personality, and likes to torture and torture other 

creatures. In the primitive universe period, he was a notorious monster in the universe, similar to the 

"Blood Cloud Palace Lord". Of course, he is more evil than the Blood Cloud Palace Lord. Destroying some 

small ethnic groups because of trivial matters at one time is the existence that many people in the 

universe fear. 

Old Turtle's wrinkled face was full of **** eyes without pupils. 

"Transcendence from reincarnation... How to transcend reincarnation, time is running out, there is no 

chance..." 



"I'm going to die, you're going to die, all of you." 

Because of the approaching deadline, Tuoshan Lanzun tortured the life of his small universe even more 

frantically. Anyway, that was not his clan, and Tuoshan Lanzun would not have any compassion at all. 

"Huh?" Suddenly Tuoshan Lanzun raised his head~www.mtlnovel.com~ The pair of blood pupils burst 

into a terrifying cold light. 

"The Lord of the Universe who captured my small universe, wants me to see him?" 

"Who? So bold!" 

"court death!" 

Tuoshan Lanzun roared out, and the incomparably powerful coercion shook the entire void. 

Tuoshan Lanzun's temperament is prone to anger, and he is deliberately provoked, how can he tolerate 

it. 

"The end of reincarnation is approaching, and there are still people who dare to provoke me like this. 

This is not taking me seriously. If so, then kill me! No matter who you are, I will make you pay the price!" 

Tuoshan Lanzun finished his anger, and then quickly turned into a streamer and left at high speed. 

The speed is far beyond the limit of the master of the universe, and he rushes to the location given by 

Wang Yi at an extremely astonishing speed. 

... 

Chapter 758: Don't ask, the tortoise is already cold 

However, Tuoshan Lanzun did not recklessly go directly to Wang Yi. 

Instead, he first asked about the incarnation of the captured Pansang Lord's divine power in the mini-

universe. 

"Soul attack?" A hint of doubt appeared in Tuoshan Lanzun's blood-colored pupils. "There are only a few 

of the strongest people in the universe who have a grudge against me who are good at soul attack, but 

none of them are similar to what you described, and they don't need to cover up." 

"Who is it?" Although he was puzzled, Tuoshan Lanzun no longer thought about it. 

Then you will know. 

He is not afraid of one of the powerhouses of the universe sea. 

What happened to Tuoshan Lanzun, the cosmic sea forces knew nothing. 

After all, Wang Yi didn't want to be known to everyone and acted very secretly. 

It is the battlefield, which is a remote and dangerous "Black Forest" near the core area of Giant Beast 

Cliff, and it is difficult for outsiders to approach. 
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Tuoshan Lanzun embarked on an angry road to death, and Wang Yi also brought his mechanical warship, 

Shi Shiran waiting on the top of a high mountain. 

"boom!" 

How fast can the strongest man in the universe hurry? It does not take too long to come out from the 

core area, if it is not very deep, after all, there is no threat in other places except the core area, and it is 

rampant all the way, with great momentum. 

It only took seven years for Tuoshan Lanzun to appear above the black forest. 

"There." Because Wang Yi didn't hide, he sat leisurely on the top of the mountain, and was seen by 

Tuoshan Lanzun at a glance. 

Wang Yi also saw a huge tortoise flying over with a gray mountain on its back but an old man's head. 

"It's you who arrested me and asked me to come here?" Tuoshan Lanzun said in a low voice. He 

carefully looked at the dim light and shadow in the distance, but found that it was difficult to see 

through, and the breath of life was no different from the strongest in the universe he had seen before. 

The same, but it can be confirmed... this is the strongest person in the universe. 

"This breath of life is very unfamiliar. Is it a disguise? It doesn't look like it." 

"Could it be a newly promoted strongest person in the universe?" Tuoshan Lanzun secretly thought. 

"You don't know each other, why did he provoke me?" 

"I've been waiting for you for a long time." 

Wang Yi looked at Tuoshan Lanzun and smiled. 

Tuoshan Lanzun still wanted to continue to communicate, but Wang Yi would not give him a chance. 

"boom!!!" 

In just an instant, Wang Yi burned his divine power, and at the same time a layer of dark red scales 

covered him, and his aura immediately soared to an extremely terrifying level. 

Of course, because the whole body is shrouded in hazy light and shadow, it is blurry, even Tuoshan 

Lanzun can't see it. 

"Cosmic Fantasy!" Wang Yi directly used his strongest soul attack method. 

The soul embryo "soul nest" is activated! 

Staying in Wang Yi's body, suspending quietly, the countless eyes on the 'agate' emitting a black ray of 

light suddenly lit up. 

Countless eyes, braved the dim light, there is a deep and bottomless vortex in the depths, and there are 

hidden patterns floating in it, which is strange and terrifying, and at the same time, they look at the 

Tuoshan Lanzun in the distance. 

Just for a moment. 



The invisible force quickly invaded the body of Tuoshan Lanzun, affecting his consciousness. 

Tuoshan Lanzun was stunned, and he had already fallen into an illusion. 

"Die!" It is very difficult to kill the strongest person in the universe by relying on the illusion alone, Wang 

Yi did not stop, and instantly flashed to the front of Tuoshan Lanzun, pulled out the sword behind his 

back, the light of the sword lit up, and it swept across the beautiful and beautiful The trajectory, slashed 

on the body of Tuoshan Lanzun who did not resist at all. 

"Peng!" Tuoshan Lanzun's body shook slightly. 

The sharp knife light has already rushed into the body of Tuoshan Lanzun, bursting out extremely 

terrifying lethality, the raging and violent knife light is raging, and even rushed out of its body, incising 

countless wounds, and Tuoshan Lanzun's "heart of true god" in his body. Unprepared and instantly 

crushed. 

"True God's Heart" is equivalent to the heart and brain of ordinary people. If the True God's Heart is 

destroyed, no matter how strong the True God is, he will die. 

Tuoshan Lanzun's eyes widened, and his consciousness was restored. There was still horror and disbelief 

in his eyes, and his breath was gone. 

And with the fall of Tuoshan Lanzun, its small cosmic origin collapsed, and all the lives that depended on 

it fell at the same time. Including the Lord of Pansang who was captured by Wang Yi, all died. 

Wang Yi suspended in front of the huge corpse of Tuoshan Lanzun that was 10 billion kilometers long, 

and sighed softly, "Soul attack combined with melee swordsmanship, it is really terrible to erupt, even 

Tuoshan Lanzun can't react, and the Xeon Supreme Treasure can't be used in time. I was killed." 

"However, it's also because this Tuoshan Lanzun does not have a powerful soul treasure." Wang Yi 

shook his head. 

In the entire sea of cosmos, only Wang Yi can kill the true **** so easily. 

At this time, a prompt came from the panel. 

【Ding! Kill a strongest person in the universe and get 65 million killing points] 

[The true God of the universe has been killed: 13000. 】 

Wang Yi put away the body and treasures of Tuoshan Lanzun, turned to leave, left this cosmic sea, and 

went to other cosmic seas. 

As for exploring the Jedi? Don't worry, wait until this task is completed, and now all parties in the 

universe have not found the existence of the cosmic wormhole channel, which is his chance. 

And with the fall of Tuoshan Lanzun, the lord of the universe in his small universe who took risks in the 

outside world also fell at the same time. The news spread, and the entire universe knew the news of the 

fall of Tuoshan Lanzun, and there was an uproar. 



At this time, there are also clues that the previous Lord of Pansang was kidnapped, which may be 

related to the fall of Tuoshan Lanzun. But there was no evidence to prove it, and no murderer could be 

found. In the end, the death of Tuoshan Lanzun became an unsolvable mystery. 

A year later, Wang Yi came out of the wormhole passage, returned to his hometown, the Universe Sea, 

and handed over treasures such as "Hushepi" to the other three clones who came over, and then 

separated again. 

Each **** body, disguised to go to different cosmic seas, looking for prey, and killing. 

The three thousand latitude cosmic sea is about to set off a **** storm. 

... 

The master of enthalpy worms stared blankly at the huge and broken spaceship in the distance, his eyes 

were full of shock, and his mouth could not close. 

"This, this is..." 

The enthalpy lord is also lucky. It didn't take long for him to teleport out of the spaceship, and he 

encountered a passing universe lord like a blind cat bumping into a dead mouse. A lot of news came out 

of the Lord's mouth, and after the two sides got to know each other, they went on an adventure 

together on the spaceship. 

"Brother enthalpy, see it, this is one of the three Jedi of the universe boat." The bat-like alien universe 

master laughed. There is no doubt about the strange color of the enthalpy master. Anyone who saw the 

magnificent spaceship for the first time had similar reactions. 

He still respects the Lord of Enthalpy Insects, because the Lord of Enthalpy Insects is the fifth-order top 

universe master. He is only fourth-order, and he is much stronger than him. reason. 

"Cosmic boat..." The master of the enthalpy was a little absent-minded. Looking at the unheard of huge 

ancient warships that he had never heard of in his cosmic sea, and the three Jedi, he finally believed that 

he had arrived at a strange cosmic sea, one different from his hometown's cosmic sea, but just as vast 

and vast. world. 

Suddenly he was jolted. 

He suddenly remembered that he had just entered the wormhole passage. In the passage, he met the 

terrifying strange powerhouse and asked him to ask for all the information of the cosmos sea. At this 

time, he suddenly understood. 

"Could it be that the terrifying powerhouse came from here?" 

"It's very possible." The more the enthalpy worm thought about it, the more he felt that his guess was 

right. 

"Brother enthalpy, let's go together." said the alien universe master. 



"Oh, good." The enthalpy worm master responded, looking at the huge and majestic spaceship in the 

distance, he couldn't help but feel a little excited. Perhaps, this was also his enthalpy worm's 

opportunity? 

New cosmic sea? 

This is amazing! 

In the previous era of reincarnation, I had never heard of such a thing happening. 

The Lord of Enthalpy Insects quickly relayed this amazing news back to the Holy Land Universe, which 

immediately caused a shock in the Holy Land Universe and was highly valued by the Holy Land Universe. 

At the same time, the news of Tuoshan Lanzun's inexplicable fall came. 

The high-level officials of the Holy Land Universe combined the information of the enthalpy worm with 

the news of the fall of Tuoshan Lanzun, and came to the conclusion that the fall of Tuoshan Lanzun may 

have been caused by the mysterious powerhouse. Although it was just a guess, it was enough to shock 

people's hearts. 

Even Holy Land Universe, who did not know how many reincarnation eras did not show up, was alarmed 

and ordered Holy Land Universe to do everything possible to investigate the situation in the Universe 

Sea over there. 

The ancestors of Konghua in the origin continent know more. Although the 3,000-latitude cosmic sea is 

not completely isolated, it has never heard of a fixed passage that allows people to pass directly. There 

must be something wrong. 

The highest point of the Konghua Holy Land universe, Shiroishi Castle. 

In the garden, a beautiful woman in a colorful robe sat by the pool, looking down at the pool, where the 

stars were reflected. 

Her face is incomparably delicate, like the most perfect work of art, every part is so perfect, but she has 

no eyebrows, and below it is a pair of bright eyes like stars. 

She is the creator of Konghua Holy Land, the "Ancestor of Konghua" who was born in a special life. 

The ancestor of Konghua is very special, because she is the most magical special life in the primitive 

universe era. 

Even if he were to be transformed into a natural beast **** with the eight principles of origin that the 

universe loves, his life gene level would only be 10,000 times, and it would not have reached the perfect 

limit of 10,081 times. 

And she was born flawless! 

The special life was originally genderless, but she was born a woman! 

He also became the first and the strongest in the universe. 



Finally swept across the sea of cosmos, passed through reincarnation, and achieved the eternal holy 

land universe! 

"The wormhole channel that can lead to the cosmic sea at other latitudes is unheard of, but according to 

the report of the people below, it seems to be true." The ancestor of Konghua showed a thoughtful 

expression. "I haven't heard of it, or it may be that I am ignorant. Even in the sect, I have not started for 

a long time. I know too little about the secrets of the universe." 

"If it's true, what does it represent?" The ancestor of Konghua pondered, and the people and the garden 

formed a beautiful picture. "Before, this wormhole channel did not appear in countless times of 

reincarnation, at least I haven't read the relevant records, it only appeared in this era... Does it only 

communicate with the cosmic sea of two latitudes, or the cosmic sea of three thousand latitudes has 

such a channel Will it have any effect on my universe?" 

The invincible ancestor of Konghua in the sea of cosmos went to the continent of origin, and he had long 

understood that he was just a frog in the bottom of the well. The more he knew, the more 

unfathomable the sea of cosmos felt. 

And the Holy Land Universe is not eternal, nor is it always safe to sit back and relax! 

As soon as she joined the current sect, she was told one thing, there is also great terror in the sea of 

cosmos! 

Her small universe may face catastrophe and be destroyed one day in the future! 

To avoid it, there are only two ways. One is that the small universe drifts as far away from the original 

universe as possible, because the catastrophe is related to the original universe. As long as you are 

farther away from the original universe and drift into the endless depths of the universe sea, you can 

avoid it. 

Of course, it depends on luck. Even she can't control the drifting speed of the small universe, and can 

only follow the laws of the universe sea. 

The longer the time, of course, the farther away from the original universe, and finally it will penetrate 

into a place where the strongest in other universes cannot find it. 

But it will take a long time, and we can only wait. 

The second is to break through and become the eternal true god! 

But how hard it is! 

Although her sect is not an overlord in the area of the origin continent. But it is also a sect, which is 

extremely long. In addition to the founder of the sect, there are only three eternal true gods in the sect. 

It has been unknown how many years a new eternal true **** has not been born. There are quite a few 

true gods of the void. But they all stay in the realm of the Void True God and do not know how many 

times of reincarnation. 

To describe it this way, it is more difficult for the Void True God to become the Eternal True God than for 

ordinary cosmos sages to become the lord of the universe. 



Back then, there were 6,000 Universe Venerables in the human race, and there were only a dozen or so 

Lords of the Universe. From this ratio, it can be seen that it is difficult to achieve the Eternal True God. 

"Hope has nothing to do with catastrophe..." Konghua's ancestor had an inexplicable anxiety in his 

heart. 

Because the ancestor of Konghua was worried about her small universe, she gave an order and the 

entire Holy Land universe obeyed her order, and many powerhouses were summoned. The wormhole 

tunnel hurried away. 

Their task is to explore the wormhole channel, explore the cosmic sea opposite, and figure out what is 

going on. 

Of course, Wang Yi didn't know that Konghua Holy Land had been swayed by his actions, nor did he 

know that because he let go of the "Master of Enthalpy Insects" for a while, Konghua Holy Land had a 

faint suspicion of himself. 

Even if he knew, he didn't care! 

Because soon the entire cosmic sea will change, and the powerhouses from all the cosmic seas will 

gather together, and a single cosmic sea will be inconspicuous in it. 

And ~www.mtlnovel.com~ Konghua Holy Land is just a suspicion, and there is no evidence at all! 

Wang Yi did not kill anyone from the Konghua Holy Land. Under normal circumstances, Konghua Holy 

Land will not provoke a terrifying strongest person in the universe for no reason. 

The death of the strongest person in the universe will of course cause a huge shock there! 

There are only a few green grasses in a dry field without one, of course, it is very eye-catching. 

But hundreds of thousands of the strongest in the universe, what counts as a few dead? 

A shuttle-shaped palace shuttles quickly in another wormhole passage. 

Inside the palace is Wang Yi's Void Zerg clone. 

However, now the Void Zerg has used the "husheskin" to transform into a burly bald man with three 

heads and six arms, and there is a halo shadow behind him, shrouded in a group of sacred and noble 

rays of light. 

"I don't know how long this wormhole passage is. Is it the same as the wormhole passage I went to 

before?" The bald man sat in front of a table, drinking and muttering. 

Chapter 759: One thousand three hundred and fourteen, a universe without holy places 

The cosmic sea, named No. 1314 by Wang Yi, is a huge vortex channel, and a stream of light flies out. 

"It's finally out." In the Flying Shuttle Palace, the bald man with three heads and six arms looked at the 

scenery outside with a smile. "No more, no less, and more than a year. It seems that from the wormhole 

channel, the distance between each cosmic sea is the same." 
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"But I am the master of the universe and can only fly a hundred times the speed of light. The strongest 

person in the universe is ten million times faster than me. If they are on their way, it is estimated that 

they will pass in a few days." Wang Yi shook his head. 

There was nothingness and emptiness around. 

"I don't know where this place is? I hope it's not too far from the original universe." 

"Leave an incarnation of divine power here, sense each other, and I will go to explore, so as long as the 

distance is not too far, I will return here according to the sense." Wang Yi secretly said. 

In the sea of cosmos, many strong people lost their way and could not go back. Most of them were too 

far away from the original universe, and it was difficult to sense them. Wang Yi would not make such a 

mistake. 

Wang Yi condensed an incarnation of divine power and asked him to hide in the Xeon Supreme Treasure 

Palace to wait for his return, while the burly bald man with three heads and six arms shrouded in sacred 

light and shadow teleported out in the direction of the universe sea. 

The limit of each teleportation is 10,000 light-years, and the consciousness of the will of the lord of the 

universe can guarantee extremely high-frequency teleportation, which is much faster than flying. 

After teleporting in one direction for almost a day, Wang Yi returned. 

If all directions are not found again, Wang Yi will explore further distances and continue to deepen. 

"Not here." 

Continue to teleport in another direction. 

"Neither found." 

… 

until the seventh time. 

In the chaotic airflow, there are countless celestial boulders floating around, one of which is a vast lake 

nearly 100 light-years long, with an island one light-year in size in the middle, and in front of a low green 

mountain, the mountain is nearly two million kilometers high, with the Milky Way. Like a waterfall 

pouring down, the impact became a curved lake. 

This is the famous "Landscape of Rocks" in the sea of cosmos. Although it is not dangerous, it is the site 

of the strongest man in the universe, "Palace Lord Ehua". 

"Palace Lord Ehua" is the strongest person in the universe in the second reincarnation era. She has a 

deep friendship, and no one wants to offend this master refiner who has a wide range of contacts. 

There was once a domineering and domineering man in the universe who killed a disciple under the 

main gate of Ehua Palace, and also mocked the master of Ehua Palace. The master of Ehua Palace was 

furious, calling friends and friends, and summoning more than ten strongest men in the universe. , 

blocked the strongest man in the universe in the Jedi, the strongest man in the universe was 

dumbfounded, and finally was beaten to death. 



Since then, no one is willing to provoke Palace Master Erhua. 

Palace Master Ehua has been diving on the island of "Landstone Domain" in his old lair, and usually 

rarely goes out. 

On the island, there is no chaotic airflow coming in, the scenery is picturesque, as beautiful as a 

fairyland, only the disciples and servants of Palace Master Erhua walk here. 

"This treasure, there is a problem with refining, is it the material, or is it on the secret pattern?" A 

purple-robed figure with an indistinguishable appearance between men and women stood in the palace, 

frowning and thinking. 

The main body of the Palace Master Ehua is a plant. The strongest person in the universe has returned 

to its origin and only has one body. However, the Palace Master Ehua is accustomed to changing into a 

human form. Except for battles, he usually acts in a human form. 

"There are not many materials, we have to replenish them." Palace Master Erhua waved his hand and 

put away the treasure materials in front of him. "It seems that I have to ask those old friends to see if 

they have any. If not, I can only go to Chaos Star to find them." 

In this cosmic sea, there is only one super Jedi, "Chaos Star", a mysterious planet with a diameter of 

hundreds of millions of light-years. It exists like a miracle, and its gravitational force is so great that only 

the Lord of the Universe can approach, and the deeper the gravitational force is, the stronger the 

gravitational force is. . 

Even the strongest in the universe would not dare to go too deep. 

However, there are many treasures and relics left over from ancient times, some of which can make the 

strongest in the universe crazy. 

Om~~ An invisible wave spreads from a far distance. 

"Huh?" Palace Master Erhua suddenly changed his face and turned to look in one direction. 

"Is there an outsider here?" Palace Lord Ehua is the strongest in the universe, and his sense of space is 

naturally far beyond the Lord of the universe. Once a strong teleporter appears, he can immediately 

detect it. 

The entire Universe Sea knows that the "Landstone Territory" is the territory of the old monster, Palace 

Master Erhua. 

"Who is it?" Palace Master Erhua stepped out of the palace and disappeared in a blink of an eye. 

A figure appeared in the "rocky field" where countless celestial bodies were suspended. 

"Finally there is a different scene." The three-headed, six-armed man glanced around, and when he saw 

the gravel, he breathed a sigh of relief. 

What he was most worried about was falling into the void, and if he wanted to find a way, he could only 

open the map, which would be too bad. 



But opening a map requires 100,000 Arcana points, which is too expensive to open every Cosmic Sea. 

Wang Yi feels that it is not necessary for the time being. 

"Huh?" Wang Yi's expression suddenly changed. 

Suddenly there was a purple figure in the void ahead. 

"Who are you?" He asked with a frown as he looked at the tall figure vaguely shrouded in the divine 

eternal brilliance, with an unpredictable and unfamiliar aura. 

… 

At the same time, on the other way, the black-robed figure shrouded in black hole-like darkness is also 

advancing in the void of the universe sea. 

This is Wang Yi's secluded sea avatar. 

Also, on the other side, the golden life that shines like the sun... the pretender transformed from the 

flame star giant beast is also exploring the new cosmic sea. 

However, only the Void Zerg has discovered it along the way. 

… 

"Who are you?" The purple-robed Palace Master Ehua frowned and stared at the sacred figure in front 

of him that gave him a little pressure. 

He can feel that the person in front of him is the strongest in the universe like him, and it's terrifying! 

But in the entire universe sea, the three major reincarnation eras, and nearly a hundred of the strongest 

people in the universe, he knew almost every one, and none of them matched the image in front of him. 

Therefore, Palace Master Erhua couldn't help but be suspicious and a little wary. 

Wang Yi's thoughts turned, he did not expect that it would be so coincidental that he would meet the 

strongest person in the universe so quickly, and it seemed that this was the other's nest. 

What to do next? Do it directly, kill the strongest person in the universe, and then leave? This is 

undoubtedly the most trouble-free, anyway, his goal is also the strongest in the universe, and exploring 

this universe will only grow. 

However, Wang Yi still has his own principles and is not willing to kill easily. 

He didn't know the identity of the strongest man in the universe in front of him, and he was afraid that it 

would be easy to reveal his secrets, but he finally met a strong man from the sea of cosmos, and he 

could find out the news here. It would be a pity to let it go. 

Wang Yi thought for a while, and said, "I am under the Lord of the Void, I have no intention of disturbing 

the master. If I offend you, please forgive me." 

"The Lord of the Void?" Palace Lord Erhua immediately searched for the name in his mind, and found 

that there was no relevant memory at all. Obviously, there was no such a strongest person in the 

universe before the sea of cosmos. 



He couldn't help but wonder if the other party was using a fake identity. 

Palace Master Ehua looked at Wang Yi. 

"My Palace Master Ehua has lived for so long, and I am well-informed in the sea of cosmos. Why haven't 

I heard your name?" 

Palace Master Erhua suspected that it was normal. 

In the original universe of the third reincarnation era, there are now less than twenty of the strongest in 

the universe. In other reincarnation eras, there are thirty or forty strongest in the universe, all of whom 

have names and surnames, and have their own feet. 

There is such a big and small universe there, and it is impossible to hide it. 

What "Void God", I have never heard of it. 

Wang Yi smiled slightly, now I know your name. 

He used the "hushe skin" disguise, and the Palace Master Ehua couldn't see that he was the master of 

the universe. And when fighting, because the strongest in the universe all have their own words, they 

restrict each other, so no one can use the words... This is actually the battle with the strongest in the 

universe and the master of the universe. Losing the words given by the universe About the same as 

ability. Therefore, it is difficult to find out Wang Yi's true identity. 

"I just heard that you know a lot about the sea of cosmos, Palace Master Ehua, and even know a lot of 

secrets, so I came to visit you on purpose." Wang Yi changed the subject, his tone was friendly, and he 

touted Ehua a little. Palace Lord. 

Seeing that Wang Yi deliberately avoided the topic of his identity, Palace Master Erhua's eyes flashed, 

but he also saw that the other party didn't want to say more, and he didn't ask any more questions, and 

smiled. "Why are you here for me?" 

Wang Yi went straight to the point. "I want all the information you know about Cosmic Sea." 

Palace Master Erhua raised his brows. 

"All information? Including Jedi Chaos Star?" 

Wang Yi remained silent. "Of course, I know this request is very rude, and I can exchange treasures with 

Your Excellency." 

"Treasure?" Palace Master Erhua laughed. 

"In addition to the Xeon Treasure, I don't lack any treasures. Can you still come up with the Xeon 

Treasure?" 

The information of the universe sea is very precious. For a force, it has always been kept secret, but it is 

only circulated internally. 



What's more, Palace Master Ehua can refine the top-quality treasures by himself, and he really lacks 

interest in ordinary treasures. As for the Xeon Apocalypse? He doesn't think Wang Yi will come out and 

make a deal. 

"Of course it's impossible for Xeon to treasure." Wang Yi didn't care about the reaction of Palace Master 

Erhua. "But the top-quality palace treasures, domain treasures, soul treasures... As long as the value of 

the information is good, it can be exchanged." 

"This condition sounds pretty good." Palace Master Erhua shook his head. "Unfortunately, I have no 

shortage of treasures." 

Wang Yi frowned. The other party is so uncooperative, do you have to force him to do it? 

Then tell the other party, Laozi's fist is so big, why don't you think about it again? 

"But..." Palace Master Erhua changed his voice. "The treasure can't be, but if you can do it for me once 

in the future, all the information I know about the sea of the universe can be handed over to you. What 

do you think?" 

"Oh?" Wang Yi frowned, but he didn't expect the other party to make such a request. 

But he thought about it for a while, and simply agreed. "good!" 

"Refreshing!" Palace Master Erhua nodded in satisfaction. 

Now I understand why Palace Master Erhua has so many helpers? 

Not only do they possess stunts and treasures, but there are also many strongest people in the universe 

who owe them favors! 

People are very good. 

As soon as you say hello, a group of the strongest people in the universe ran over and asked if you were 

afraid? 

Even if the most powerful First Reincarnation Era of the Universe Sea is the crazy and domineering 

"Devil God of the Beginning", he is not willing to provoke Palace Master Erhua at will. 

"This is a message for you." Palace Master Erhua was not worried that Wang Yi would go back on his 

word, and he immediately threw a spar. "Inside is the information of the universe sea that I have 

organized, including the information of various places, and the map information of Chaos Star, which are 

all inside." 

"Thank you." Wang Yi was very happy when he got the crystal. 

As for the promise of Palace Master Erhua? Of course he will not go back on purpose, if Palace Master 

Erhua can find him in the future. 

The reason why Palace Master Erhua gave such a condition is also because of Wang Yi's unfathomable 

strength and invisible pressure, otherwise not every strongest person in the universe can make any 

condition on him. 



There are very few people in the entire universe that can give him such strong pressure. Some 

information can be exchanged for a powerful helper in the future. Palace Master Erhua felt that this 

transaction was not a loss, and Wang Yi also got what he wanted, so everyone was very happy. 

Palace Master Ehua wanted to entertain Wang Yi, but Wang Yi politely refused, but he knew the truth 

that if he talked too much, he didn't want to show too many flaws in front of this old monster and be 

suspected by him. 

Even if he knew it, it was nothing. Could it be that Palace Master Ehua could guess which universe sea he 

came from? 

After saying goodbye to Palace Master Erhua, Wang Yi got the information from the universe sea and 

moved towards the only super Jedi 'Chaos Star'. 

The 'Chaos Star' gathers the most powerful people in the universe, and it is most convenient to find prey 

there. 

"but…" 

In the palace, Wang Yi, who had roughly watched the message in the crystal, was thoughtful. 

"In this sea of cosmos, there is no holy land universe..." 

"Is it possible that this sea of cosmos, not long ago, encountered a beast, and all the universes were 

destroyed?" 

Like Wang Yi's hometown of the universe, there are two sacred universes! 

Like the sea of the universe that the human deity went to before, there are three holy land universes! 

And this Cosmic Sea No. 1314 has no Holy Land Universe! 

Wang Yi felt that his guesses had already matched the facts. 

Not a world beast, who can destroy the Holy Land universe? To know that if you want to destroy a small 

universe of a void true god, you must at least have the peak attack power of the eternal true god! 

And the cosmic sea is incomparably long and countless times of reincarnation, how can there not be a 

holy land universe? 

Of course, there is another possibility, that is, the Holy Land universe is very, very ancient, and has 

drifted into the far-flung part of the universe, so far away that the beasts cannot be found. 

After obtaining the inheritance of the Duandong River and some information about the ancient 

civilization, Wang Yi still knew something. However, the information above the Void True God, even he 

can't see it, so he doesn't understand much. 

"Even if the world beast crisis, it is at least three reincarnation eras ago." Wang Yi shook his head. 

Otherwise, how could there be three reincarnation eras at the same time. 

"The world beast devours all universes and the primordial universe. It is estimated that there is a time 

limit for staying in the sea of cosmos. It should be from the time when the primordial universe is 



destroyed until a new universe is born, and the world beast must leave and go to the origin continent." 

Wang Yi guessed . 

This is very normal, otherwise the world beast will stay forever, how can the original universe be born? 

How can a new era of reincarnation emerge. Nor can the rules allow it. 

And... Wang Yi still has a guess. 

"Three thousand latitudes of the universe sea, is there already the existence of the original universe?" 

Chapter 760: Chaos Star 

Earth. 

Formerly Asia, Jiangnan College. 

Jiangnan College, as one of the three largest colleges in the world, covers an area of more than 10,000 

square kilometers and has more than one million students, teachers and other personnel. 

Birds and flowers are fragrant, picturesque, and even artificially built mountains and rivers, in the 

Jiangnan College everywhere in the courtyards and pavilions. 

It was noon now, and the blazing sun was hanging high, the sun was shining brightly, and it seemed to 

be covered with a golden light. 

Wang Yi and Lin Youyu, wearing student clothes, walked together on the boulevard of the college, and 

other college students also passed by. 

"I didn't expect that I would have an old man chatting about teenage madness." Wang Yi looked down at 

his student clothes and said helplessly. 

"Hee hee, I agreed to stay with me for this time." Lin Youyu, who was as bright and moving as a young 

girl, said with a smile, holding his arm. 

Lin Youyu, for so many years, has always had a girlish heart. 

She has always been fond of the time she spent on campus with Wang Yi, and wanted to relive her old 

dreams, so Wang Yi left her alone. 

The three girls have different personalities. Gao Yurong likes Wang Yi to accompany her to see various 

scenery on interstellar travel. Shen Yan likes a quiet life. Being a good wife and mother, Lin Youyu has 

always been innocent and romantic. It will make demands on Wang Yi that are not in line with her status 

as the mistress of the Wang family. 

That is, Wang Yi has always protected them, so that they can always retain a part of their original 

beauty. 

Wang Yi glanced left and right and smiled. However, it is not bad to experience the life of an ordinary 

person occasionally, and to be able to accompany his wife. 

Many strong people like to pretend to be ordinary people, stay in the crowd, watch their lives, and 

experience the world, which is also a special practice. 
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Walking in the academy, seeing some energetic young people, Wang Yi also felt that he had a younger 

mentality. 

And those students never imagined that a master of the universe would actually stay by their side, living 

like an ordinary person. 

"The ratio of handsome men and beautiful women is really high." Wang Yi glanced around and found 

that the students around him were all very handsome. Almost all of them are handsome men and 

women. 

Actually this is normal. 

With the optimization of genes from generation to generation and the development of science and 

technology, people's appearance will naturally become better and better. 

Even the earth in the past could have plastic surgery, but it is too simple to be beautiful now. 

Coupled with the evolution of the body, the aging is slowed down, and there is no disease, so as soon as 

I go out, the streets are full of handsome men and beautiful women, no matter how beautiful they are. 

After all, it is the era of the big universe. The earth is now one of the centers of human territory, and 

countless people yearn for it. where. 

But things are rare and expensive. 

When everyone looks good, handsome men and beautiful women are worthless. 

Everyone cares more about each other's other good aspects and abilities. 

And more than 300,000 years have passed, and now the earth, reaching the planetary level, is a very 

common thing, at least it is not worth making a fuss. 

Even in the well-known Jiangnan College on Earth, many students have reached the planetary level, and 

not only the star level. 

Lin Youyu and Wang Yi stayed at Jiangnan College as students for almost two years, but they only 

experienced the life of mortals, they were very low-key, and their appearances had undergone slight 

changes. 

"Lin Youyu, Wang Yi." A white beauty came over not far away. 

But her eyes are red. 

"Akali." Lin Youyu and Wang Yi also greeted with a smile. 

Akali is a friend Wang Yi and Lin Youyu met at the academy, and she is also a straightforward and 

energetic girl. 

"In the afternoon, there will be a martial artist training open class. It's Master Lin Meng's class. Do you 

want to listen?" Akali was as enthusiastic as ever. 

"Akali, you haven't given up on becoming a warrior yet?" Lin Youyu said with a smile. 

"My dream is to be a warrior." Akali clenched her fists. 



Lin Youyu and Wang Yi looked at each other. 

"Warrior, it's not so easy to become, you have to pass the actual combat assessment, it's really a life and 

death experience, have you really made up your mind?" 

In the past, in the era of Earth Base City, if you wanted to be a warrior, you had to pass the "warrior 

actual combat assessment". 

At that time, the elimination rate was around 40%, and there would be casualties. 

This tradition has been maintained until now. The elimination rate of the martial artist actual combat 

assessment is 50%, and there will also be casualties. 

Because even if 1,000 people participate, only the top 500 will pass, and the others will all fail. 

The difficulty is not low, so it is not easy to become a martial artist, even in the current earth. 

And the "warrior" status is also a kind of honor. Many young people will chase. 

And becoming a "martial artist" before graduation will be very beneficial for them in the future. 

So many college students will go to participate. 

However, the martial artist's actual combat assessment is divided into levels, and the pre-planetary level 

and the post-planetary level are different! 

"The talents of my Munch family will not back down easily." 

"And I'm already at the ninth rank of apprentice." Akali's eyes brightened and she said, "I have met the 

basic conditions for participating in the martial artist actual combat test. As long as I pass the 

prospective martial artist test, I can participate." 

"Then I wish you success and become a martial artist." Seeing that Akali had made up her mind, Wang Yi 

and Lin Youyu stopped persuading them, and wished them heartily. 

"Success? Well, I like the word." Akali smiled. 

"Wang Yi, your strength is good. Last time I lost to you so easily in the virtual space. You are much 

stronger than me. There should be few ninth-rank apprentices in the academy who are more powerful 

than you. Do you want to join me?" Akali looked at Wang Yi with hot eyes. 

A small hand sneaked up to Wang Yi's waist, and the corner of Wang Yi's mouth twitched. 

They are hundreds of thousands of years old, what are you jealous of? 

Besides, Akali is beautiful and popular in the academy, but he doesn't like it either. 

"No, I'm not interested in being a martial artist." Wang Yi shook his head. 

"That's a pity." Akali regretted. I don't know what to feel sorry for. 

The three walked for a while talking and laughing, and finally separated, Akali walked towards a blue 

building full of technological dreams, while Lin Youyu and Wang Yi watched Akali leave before heading 

towards the academy restaurant go. 



"Akali must be interested in you." Lin Youyu sniffed. 

"It's impossible between us." Wang Yi looked at the cute girl next to her and turned back into a student. 

Her mentality also seemed to return to the girlhood. 

Wang Yi couldn't help but patted her head. 

Lin Youyu also knew that it was impossible, but she just acted like a spoiled child with Wang Yi, and she 

liked it very much. 

The sun shone on them, leaving a long shadow behind them. 

… 

The cosmic sea is boundless, filled with chaotic airflow. 

To separate a trace of consciousness to accompany his wife to fall in love and enjoy life, Wang Yi's other 

gods are wandering in the sea of cosmos. 

Isn't this a basic operation for a time management guru? 

"Chaos Star..." 

Wang Yi looked at the incomparably huge and boundless sphere surrounded by chaotic airflow in the 

distance. 

The chaotic airflow around it completely formed a vortex, and the surface of the planet was surrounded 

by various energies such as lightning, ice, flame, light, golden light, etc. 

That invisible and terrifying gravitational force, even if the lord of the universe fell into it, he couldn't get 

rid of it. If he got involved, he would be crushed and annihilated. 

"It feels a bit like the base of war fortress gods and spirits once seen on the battlefield outside the 

territory." Wang Yi sighed. 

However, this chaotic star is much bigger than the base of the gods, and its power does not know that it 

is billions of times stronger! 

This is probably the largest Jedi Wang Yi has ever seen. Although it is said to be hundreds of millions of 

light-years... but it is estimated to be more than 200 million light-years in diameter, and there are 

countless special spaces inside, which are unbelievably large. 

An area, even the strongest in the universe, is difficult to explore clearly. 

"My goal this time is Qiuhu Demon God." Wang Yi teleported over, thinking about the information that 

Palace Master Erhua gave him. Originally, what he wanted to kill most was another tyrannical and 

notorious cosmos powerhouse. Unfortunately, the cosmos powerhouse has been hiding in his own small 

universe for cultivation recently. Although Wang Yi could also find a way to lead him out, he did not. It is 

necessary to be so troublesome. 



Qiuhu Demon God is the strongest person in the universe in the third reincarnation era. According to 

the data evaluation, it should be the strength of the strongest person in the ordinary universe, and there 

is no superpower. This kind of the strongest person in the universe, Wang Yi is simply grasping it. 

"Find him, kill him, and my mission in this universe is complete." Wang Yi secretly thought. 

A total of 3,000 strongest people in the universe have to be killed, and Wang Yi has been very busy these 

days. 

… 

In the depths of Chaos Star, the gravitational force here is incredible, even if the strongest person in the 

universe wears the Xeon Supreme Treasure, his actions will be greatly restrained. 

"Qiu Hu, are you sure that thing is here?" 

Qiuhu Demon God, is a four-legged beast, the whole body is covered with a layer of dark red scales, a 

pair of pupils flickering fiercely! 

But next to Qiuhu Demon God, there are still people. 

It was a mysterious figure wearing a dark cyan armor. The surface of this dark cyan armor was extremely 

smooth, with secret patterns faintly emerging. On his head, a pair of dark cyan corners were extremely 

sharp and pierced into the sky. 

He also wore a dark cyan mask on his face, and only a pair of eyes were exposed, which were a pair of 

eyes with a gray aura. Those eyes are like the ultimate dead silence! Like the ultimate demise! 

This gray aura also swirled around the surface of his armor, which was an aura that made any strongest 

person in the universe feel jealous. 

And behind him was a huge black machete. 

Demon God Qiu Hu was also very apprehensive about the attitude of the mysterious person next to him. 

"In the beginning... I will never lie to you. What good is it for me to lie to you. The last time I 

encountered this thing, it was in this area." 

"I believe you don't dare to lie to me." The Demon God said indifferently at the beginning. 

The Demon God of Absolute Beginning, the strongest person in the universe in the first reincarnation 

era of this side of the universe, is also recognized as the strongest person in this side of the universe! 

The strength is at the peak of the universe sea! Absolute number one! 

He even had a pair of three strongest players in the universe, and finally killed two of them with a 

terrible record! 

The strongest in the ordinary universe would feel heart palpitations in front of him. 

Such as Qiuhu Demon God is mediocre among the strongest in the universe, let alone. 



"This primordial demon **** is too rude. If it wasn't for me alone, why would I find you." Qiu Hu demon 

**** was a little angry in his heart. 

Qiuhu Demon God is not well-liked in the universe sea, and if he wants to get that thing, he needs a 

strong strength. After thinking about it, he finally found the most powerful Demon God in the Cosmos 

Sea, although the Demon God in the beginning is domineering. , but still very trustworthy. 

A proud existence like him, generally agreed upon things, will not be easily violated. 

"You go over there and expand the scope." 

"Let's look carefully..." 

The two strongest in the universe are very patient, after all, that thing is attractive to them. 

Just as the two strongest men in the universe were exploring and searching in the depths of Chaos Star, 

a stream of light quickly shuttled forward from the periphery of Chaos Star. 

Inside the streamer is a shuttle palace, and in the palace sits a bald man with three heads and six arms. 

"Now I don't know where Qiuhu Demon God is." 

"You have to find a member of the Qiuhu Demon God's clan first and bring him here." Wang Yi planned 

to repeat the old trick. 

Although this method is simple, it is practical, otherwise it would be too difficult to find the strongest 

person in the universe in the vast Chaos Star. 

Of course, Wang Yi can also release news in the sea of cosmos, saying that he is looking for Qiuhu 

Demon God. 

But this movement would be too big, and Wang Yi wanted to keep a low profile. 

And Qiuhu Demon God might not care. 

Wang Yi didn't want to take it slow either. 

So "leading the snake out of the hole" is the best. 

… 

"boom!" 

With a soul shock and illusion, the Lord of the Universe in front of him was instantly controlled by Wang 

Yi. 

This time, Wang Yi no longer intends to coerce and lure, and directly manipulate the Lord of the 

Universe to inquire about the whereabouts of Qiu Hu Demon God. 

In the past three years, a cosmos master of the Qiuhu clan was captured by Wang Yi in a secret space. 

The whole process is almost effortless. 

Then Wang Yi tried it, and he succeeded in enslaving the lord of the universe of the Qiuhu clan. 



It is difficult to enslave a master of the universe, even the strongest in the universe. 

Because the moment they are controlled, they will explode. 

But how terrible is Wang Yi's strength now? The secret technique of the soul has reached the seventh 

rank, coupled with the double burning of divine power, the soul embryo "soul nest", the mechanical 

treasure... and so on, the comprehensive strength is comparable to that of the original ancestor. 

The soul illusion that he casts, even the strongest in the universe is difficult to resist, but the Lord of the 

universe? Without the Soul Xeon, you will instantly fall into an illusion and lose your ability to resist. 

Once he falls into the illusion, he can only be slaughtered. It is very easy for Wang Yi to enslave. 

"Master." This four-legged beast with three dark yellow eyes covered with a layer of dark red scales 

respectfully respected Wang Yi. 

"Where is the Qiuhu Demon God of your universe?" Wang Yi asked directly. 

Controlling a master of the universe is just a matter of hand for Wang Yi, and it is easy to do. 

And this also reminded him, should each cosmic sea control a cosmic master and insert a chess piece so 

that he can know the movements of all parties. 

It's just that there is a limit to the number of servants each powerful person controls, and Wang Yi is no 

exception. It is very rare for him to control tens of thousands of venerable servants, and if he controls so 

many masters of the universe, he will have to vacate part of the quota. Whether to proceed or not, 

Wang Yi has to think again. 

Wang Yi looked at the lord of the universe. This time, he was going to kill the Qiuhu Demon God. The 

cosmos lord of the Qiuhu clan, whose life was in front of him, was doomed to die. 

 


